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Abstract  

 

Around the world, many have raised concerns about job quality for ride hailing 

drivers in terms of wages, worker control, and the absence of job benefits. In the West, 

research questions whether the rise of similar non-standard forms of work represents a 

general shift towards more precarious working conditions.  However, in many 

developing countries standard employment has not been an established norm, with large 

shares of workers earning wages in the informal sector and atomized self-employment. 

Ride hailing also works differently in developing countries, adjusting for local 

conditions. For example, workers are much less likely to own a vehicle and face high 

fixed costs from renting vehicles or financing them through relatively high-cost loans. 

This creates tensions between car owners’ long-term investments in vehicles and ride 

hailing firms’ frequent and unpredictable decisions to change pricing and driver 

utilization rates.  

This paper draws on an original dataset consisting of a six-week panel survey of 

ride-hailing driver earnings and expenses along with supplementary job quality data 

collected in Nairobi in September and October 2019.  I find that some aspects of digital 

management contribute to job enjoyment for many drivers. However, net compensation is 

often overestimated by drivers and for most falls below both minimum wage and median 

incomes for workers in Nairobi with similar characteristics. A significant share of full-

time drivers earn less than what is required to meet the consumption expenditure poverty 

line. Drivers must work long hours to cover the high fixed cost of vehicle rental and loan 

payments, making the work much less “flexible” than it is perceived in the literature. I 

explore possible hypotheses for why drivers remain in ride hailing in spite of low 

earnings as measured in this study.  

 

Introduction 
 

Ride hailing (called “digital driving” by drivers in Kenya) has expanded dramatically in the past 

five years. Uber alone now operates in more than 10,000 cities in 69 countries, and with more 

than 5 million drivers (Uber 2020).  Controversy has followed Uber and other digital driving 

platforms, in particular because of their labor practices.  Activists, journalists, and scholars have 

criticized digital driving companies for classifying drivers as contractors rather than employees, 

delinking driver earnings from rider pricing, cutting driver earnings through price cuts and 

declining utilization rates, exercising control and surveillance over drivers, being opaque and 

evasive with regulators, and mishandling disputes when drivers are penalized based on rider 

complaints (Helling 2018; Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Schor 2017; Mehrotra and Gordon 2019; 

Mann and Iazzolino 2019).  These debates are part of a much larger dialogue about what these 

 
1 Julie Zollmann is a PhD candidate at The Fletcher School at Tufts University, julie.zollmann@tufts.edu.  This research was 
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new forms of “alternative” or “non-standard” work arrangements mean for work quality trends 

more generally (L. F. Katz and Krueger 2016; International Labour Organization 2016).   

 

Quantitative studies measuring ride-hailing drivers’ quality of work—including compensation—

have so far been confined to the West, and in particular, the United States (Hall and Krueger 

2018; Parrott and Reich 2018; M. K. Chen et al. 2017; Cramer and Krueger 2016; Zoepf et al. 

2018; Hyman et al. 2020).  These studies have tended to draw on administrative data provided by 

either Uber (Hall and Krueger 2018) or multiple digital driving companies (Parrott and Reich 

2018; Hyman et al. 2020) to estimate driver earnings. Researchers estimated driver expenses 

using a range of indirect cost models.  In these studies, authors benchmarked driver earnings 

against minimum wage standards, sometimes also considering other dimensions of job quality 

with a primary aim of influencing regulation of the sector.  In New York, for example, Parrott 

and Reich (Parrott and Reich 2018) found 85% of drivers were earning less than the local 

proposed minimum wage standard2, leading to new regulations setting a wage floor.  Other 

studies also attempted to gauge driver satisfaction and measure the value of the “flexibility” 

afforded by this type of work (Hall and Krueger 2018; M. K. Chen et al. 2017). 

 

I know much less about the quality of work implications of digital driving in developing 

countries, where there are important differences in both labor market conditions and digital 

driving business models.  In developing countries like Kenya, “standard” employment (by ILO’s 

definition: “full-time, indefinite, as well as part of a subordinate relationship between an 

employee and an employer) is rare.  Large shares of the workforce are informally employed, 

typically in low productivity self-employment activities (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 

(KNBS) 2020).   

 

It is likely, then, that drivers in Kenya might experience digital driving differently than drivers in 

New York or Seattle in response to the types of work actually available in their markets 

(Kalleberg and Dunn 2016; Osterman 2013). It is even possible that digital driving offers 

Kenyan drivers job quality improvements over existing alternatives through greater access to 

clients, improvements in the reliability of income, possible increases in credit market access, and 

possible improvements in security and even dignity from having the backing of a firm enforcing 

market rules.   

 

Drivers’ limited access to capital in developing countries has forced app companies to operate 

differently there.  In Kenya, since few drivers can afford their own cars prior to joining the 

service, many rent a car from an owner (called a “partner”) on a fixed weekly rate.  Others buy a 

car through a formal loan agreement at interest rates typically far higher than in the West, usually 

after driving at least six months for a partner.3 Drivers (and partners) who own a car make a 

significant upfront investment with high fixed costs. They do so in a context in which ride 

hailing firms frequently change the rules of the market they effectively govern, including vehicle 

eligibility requirements, service tiers, prices, subsidies4, and driver utilization rates.  Drivers 

 
2 The minimum pay standard incorporates minimum wages plus an allowance for expected hourly expenses for ride hailing 

drivers. 
3 Financing agreements negotiated by Uber require this driving experience as a prerequisite.  
4 Subsidies to both drivers and riders are commonly used by ride hailing firms to simultaneously expand both sides of the market. 

Typically, these are withdrawn over time.  
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participating in mass protests against the app companies have expressed feeling stuck with loan 

payments, depreciated assets, dashed expectations, and few alternative livelihood options (“Why 

Uber Drivers Are Striking in Nairobi” 2019; “Uber Drivers and Partners Kenya” n.d.; Mwangi 

2017; Nyawira and Chebet 2019; Freytas-Tamura 2017).   

 

Even as some drivers vocalize their discontent through social media and frequent, sometimes 

violent strikes, other drivers continue to join platforms in these markets, expecting them to offer 

work that seems—at least temporarily—superior to their alternatives. 

 

This paper attempts to answer the question, should digital driving be considered quality work in 

a developing country context?  Building on Goods et al. (2019), the paper examines three 

elements of job quality—economic security, autonomy, and enjoyment. I measure economic 

security as driver wages on an hourly and monthly basis based on an original, six-week panel 

dataset covering 450 digital driving drivers5 in Nairobi in September and October, 2019.  I 

compare those wages against three benchmarks: minimum wage, reported wages of workers with 

similar backgrounds, and the poverty line.  I then turn to two other dimensions of work—

autonomy and enjoyment—to explore whether the theory of compensating differentials helps 

explain why drivers may stay in this occupation in spite of low wages.   

 

I measured wages based on six weeks of data on revenues and hours online reported by drivers 

and cross-checked against screenshots of weekly summaries from app companies, less self-

reported driving expenditures, which were lower than alternative expense estimations and 

provide the most generous estimation of net driver earnings.  Based on that data, I find most 

digital drivers in my sample earned less per hour and per month than both the local minimum 

wage and median reported monthly earnings for workers with similar levels of education.  In 

addition, it appeared that the high fixed costs that many drivers faced contributed to long 

working hours, making digital driving not a particularly “flexible” way to earn a living.  

However, digital driving platforms also offered some advantages, including serving as a wage 

safety net for high skilled workers, offering even relatively new drivers a steady source of 

demand, and—in some circumstances—giving drivers a strong sense of dignity and exposure to 

clients across class divides.  In the discussion I explore possible reasons why drivers continued to 

work in digital driving in spite of what appear to be low wages relative to median wages for 

similar workers, the minimum wage, and their own expectations. I suggest how future research 

might test those hypotheses.  

 

This paper brings the quality of work debate to the platform economy in developing countries.  

Methodologically, it represents a new approach to measuring driver earnings without access to 

administrative data.  Theoretically, it demonstrates that the particular market conditions (low 

demand potential, limited access to capital, few formal jobs) and unique ways platforms may 

operate in developing country markets (separating car ownership from driving, cash payments)  

affect worker outcomes.  Certain elements of the ways that platforms digitally manage platforms 

enhance worker dignity.  However, that does not compensate for drivers low wages.  Features of 

the local labor market may help explain why drivers continue online driving under such difficult 

conditions.   

 
5 I focus only on car drivers.  Platforms in Nairobi have expanded to include motorbike taxis and delivery as well as digital public 

transport, such as Little Shuttle and Swvl.  
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Theorizing good work 
 

Many scholars have contributed to literature exploring and defining “good” or “quality” work, 

grappling with three key complexities: 1) the unit of analysis, 2) whether to include measures of 

satisfaction, 3) and how to assign weights to different dimensions of job quality. Their efforts at 

defining and measuring job quality are typically aimed at improving working conditions at a 

national, industry, or within a particular employer through policy interventions.  

 

Approaches differ in the preferred unit of analysis, often based on the level of policy intervention 

they are targeting.  Some consider individual worker outcomes, attributes of specific jobs, 

specific employers, sectors, or economies at large (Warhurst et al. 2012).  The ILO’s Decent 

Work indicators mix indicators at the unit of the worker and the context aiming for some 

comparable country-level indicators, but making it difficult to make comparisons at the level of 

specific employers or sectors (ILO 2013; Heeks 2017).  Burchell et al. (2014) make a compelling 

argument for comparable indicators at the level of a specific job, allowing for upward 

aggregation, but also recognize that gaining political acceptance of this approach is quite difficult 

for a global body like the ILO.   

 

A second complication comes from whether to include indicators that are “objective” and 

intrinsic to a given job or to include some measures of worker satisfaction.  Scholars 

acknowledge that preferences are shaped by the possibilities available to workers in their 

contexts, and change over time.  Giving too heavy a weight to indicators of job satisfaction make 

it difficult to trace objective changes in job quality over time or across contexts (Burchell et al. 

2014; Osterman 2013).  Because workers change the weights of their preferences even for 

intrinsic job qualities over time and across contexts, it is difficult to develop a single indicator as 

a composite index of job quality. In some moments and populations, work flexibility may be 

relatively more desirable than others. This argues for considering attributes of job quality 

separately rather than as a single indicator (Osterman 2013).  

 

Osterman (2013) also points out that the past “several decades” (presumably in the West and for 

“standard employment”), there has been a large-scale unbundling of attributes that matter for job 

quality.  He argues that, whereas in the 1980s, a management job might have both high job 

security, good pay, generous benefits, upward mobility, and moderate stress, there is now more 

variation in job attributes, which could include low job security and high stress.  Some see this 

unbundling particularly present in the rise of “gig” or platform-mediated work, where workers 

may experience, for example, high flexibility, but low pay; high enjoyment, but low workplace 

benefits (Goods, Veen, and Barratt 2019).  

 

While scholars have raised objections to the inclusion of job satisfaction in measures of quality 

work, they recognize that an important element of job quality involves some indication of the 

way a worker feels about what he or she is doing (Berg and Johnston 2019; Osterman 2013; 

Burchell et al. 2014).  Osterman (2013) classifies these non-pecuniary attributes under three 

separate categories: diversity in the substance of work, control, and stress/intensification.  The 

ILO’s founding document considered the attributes of “freedom and dignity” (General 

Conference of ILO 1944). Goods et al. (2019) classify these dimensions of work into two broad 
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categories of autonomy and enjoyment, specifically in their work trying to measure the quality of 

food delivery gig work in Australia.   

 

A related set of research from psychology moves beyond satisfaction to examine job conditions 

leading to stress with models seeking to explain physical health outcomes—such as cardiac 

events—based on job attributes.  These models--“demand-control”, “effort-reward” and “job 

demands-resources”—all examine a range of job stresses and the ways those stresses are 

ameliorated by appropriate resources, recognition, and compensation.  In this approach, 

psychological stress, often manifesting in physical conditions, is the result of imbalances 

between stress and resources (Siegrist 1996; Karasek 1979; Bakker and Demerouti 2007).   

 

Compensation is an undisputed characteristic of job quality across disciplines.  Economists have 

tended to treat compensation as the central variable of importance in discussions of job quality.  

For example, Acemoglu (2001) in a paper entitled “Good jobs versus Bad Jobs” in its first 

sentence categorizes jobs as “high-wage (good) and low-wage (bad).”  Later papers by 

Acemoglu and others pay more attention not just to absolute wages but kinds of living standards 

those wages afford.  Acemoglu (2019) defines good jobs as “those that provide not only a wage 

consistent with a comfortable (sometimes referred to as ‘middle-class’) living standard but also 

some amount of stability and protection against harsh and dangerous working conditions and 

excessive power of employers” (p2). Rodrik and Sabel (2019) go beyond this definition, 

including not just middle class earnings, but “clear career paths” and even “fulfillment.” 

 

Economists’ more recent attention to issues of job quality beyond absolute wages seems to 

emerge from a growing realization that particular social and political choices appear to be 

leading to a widespread deterioration in job quality in the West (Rodrik and Sabel 2019; 

Acemoglu 2019; Case and Deaton 2020).  Understanding these trends requires engagement with 

the market and institutional context as labor scholars have done in meso (sectoral) analyses that 

incorporate an analysis of markets and institutions.  Traditionally, this includes a look at labor 

supply, labor demand, and institutions, with more recent work recognizing interactions across 

these spheres and incorporating into “institutions” considerations of norms and the domestic 

sphere which also impact workers experiences (Carré and Tilly 2012).   

 

The rise of digitally-mediated work—such as digital driving—and the controversies surrounding 

such work have led to at least two new frameworks trying to measure and advocate for good 

work in these spheres.  These include the Oxford Internet Institute’s “Fairwork principles” and 

National Domestic Workers Alliance’s “Good Work Code” which define job quality around 

principles of “fairness” (Oxford Internet Institute 2020; National Domestic Workers Alliance 

2016).  While in some ways the concept of “fairness” may seem slippery, the Fairwork principles 

are codified in measurable attributes.  For example, “fair pay” is translated into specific measures 

indicating that workers are paid on time for all completed work and evidence that workers are 

paid at least the local minimum wage.  

 

Previous quantitative studies on digital driving have had a particular focus on measuring driver 

earnings (Hyman et al. 2020; Hall and Krueger 2018; Parrott and Reich 2018; Zoepf et al. 2018), 

with some studies including controversial measures of job satisfaction (Berg and Johnston 2019; 

Hall and Krueger 2018) and quantifying the value of flexibility (Yin, Suri, and Gray 2018). All 
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the major quantitative studies have benchmarked driver earnings against minimum wages, 

perhaps given the policy uncertainty around whether drivers are earning legally mandated 

minimums given the complexity of these calculations.  While gross driver earnings are captured 

administratively by ride hailing companies, worker expenses are not.  No existing studies 

compare driver earnings against a true counterfactual, though some recognize that there are 

likely heterogeneous impacts of ride hailing on earnings for different worker segments.  Parrott 

and Reich (2018), for example, demonstrate that a large share of New York City’s digital drivers 

are immigrants who may experience even lower wages in alternative work arrangements in the 

city.   

 

In this paper, I use a multi-dimensional framework for understanding the quality of digital 

driving work in Nairobi, placing central attention to individual workers’ experiences across 

Goods et al.’s (2019) tripartite classification around economic security, autonomy, and 

enjoyment.  Unlike other models, this focuses on just worker experiences, rather than drawing in 

larger contextual factors (like the “employment context” variables of the ILO’s Decent Work 

framework) which do not vary in my sample. It is a flexible framework, allowing the deployment 

of variables of particular importance and measurable in a developing country context.   

 

I define and operationalize these dimensions of quality work as follows:   

 

• Economic security: I measure economic security by driver net pay on an hourly and 

monthly basis, benchmarked against the local minimum wage, median wages for workers 

with similar levels of education, and the poverty line. I focus on driver earnings from 

driving alone to be able to create measures comparable to previous studies in the US and 

also to isolate the measures of job quality for this particular form of work.  I look at 

earnings on a monthly and hourly basis rather than per kilometer or mile, because what I 

ultimately care about are the wages drivers receive by working across multiple platforms, 

rather than comparing renumeration across app companies.  It is also important to get the 

total gross earnings from driving in order to appropriately distribute costs (such as fuel 

and vehicle maintenance) which cannot be easily disentangled across platforms or 

between offline and online driving work.   

 

Hourly wages are an important gauge of the quality of work across different forms of 

available work, because they show us compensation against a measure of effort.  

However, in Kenya, an important share of workers consistently report that they would 

like to work more (in order to earn more) than available work opportunities allow.  In the 

KIHBS 2016 study, 69% of male workers aged 25-60 reported that they would have liked 

to work more for pay in the seven days preceding the survey (Kenya National Bureau of 

Statistics - Ministry Of Devolution & National Planning 2018). Digital driving at the time 

of my study allowed drivers to work quite a lot, though one app restricted drivers to 12-

hour shifts. For this reason, I look at both hourly and monthly earnings from driving.  

These are not total incomes, however, as drivers often have income from other sources in 

addition to driving, even if they are driving more than 40 hours per week.  

 

• Autonomy: Goods et al (2019) take a wide-ranging view of autonomy that includes task 

discretion, control over job design, voice/consultative participation, and control over 
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work time, concepts all used by other scholars (Dobbin and Boychuk 1999; Gallie 2013; 

McKie et al. 2009). This is linked to Osterman’s concept of control, which he defines as 

discretion in how a worker does their work and engagement in decisions about how the 

firm structures work. Osterman separates “control” and “diversity in the substance of 

work” while others see the two as linked (Osterman 2013). Having discretion in 

approaches to work, they argue, is part of bringing thought and skill into a workplace, 

and extensive surveillance and algorithmic control limits both simultaneously (Zureik 

2003; Rosenblat and Stark 2016).  Sometimes these types of variables are measured in 

surveys (Dobbin and Boychuk 1999) or qualitative research with workers (Goods, Veen, 

and Barratt 2019), but these approaches capture worker perceptions that may bundle 

attributes.  For example, Goods et al. (2019) find food delivery workers differed in their 

views of their autonomy under the same conditions. While nearly all cited autonomy over 

their time, others expressed frustration over not being able to choose routes, or cancel or 

reject trips. Further, it seemed not even part of their consciousness the fact that the apps 

set prices, an intrinsic part of this type of work.   

 

In my study, I explore perceptions of autonomy and how much they are valued by 

workers, because my intent is not to measure actual autonomy in an intrinsic way but to 

explore whether the theory of compensating differentials helps explain why drivers stay 

in this work.  I measure autonomy through drivers’ indications of whether their work is 

“flexible” and whether they view “being their own boss” as a benefit of this type of work. 

I look at the number of drivers pointing out that these benefits are important as well as 

the reported magnitude of importance.  As a complement to this self-reported data on 

perceptions, I also explore what “flexibility” really means, given the working hours 

required to meet driver fixed costs.  

 

• Enjoyment:  For Goods et al (2019), “enjoyment” is not a loose measure of job 

satisfaction, but about identifying features of the work that workers value and appreciate, 

recognizing that these might be wildly different factors across industries.  Osterman 

(2013) leaves out any comparable measure apart from, perhaps stress/intensification. But 

even a low-stress job may be low-enjoyment. The two concepts are not necessarily 

linked, with enjoyment shaped more by individual preferences.   

 

Other scholars—typically from management studies and psychology—have argued that 

really the focus should be on the dignity of work—what kind of status it reinforces for the 

worker (Bolton 2007; Sayer 2007; Kostera and Pirson 2017). Historically, the emphasis 

on this in management studies has been on efforts to limit bullying, though the scope is 

potentially much broader, particularly in developing country contexts with high incidence 

of extreme poverty and visceral experiences of inequality (Sayer 2007). Di Fabio and 

Maree (2016) argue for an expanded definition of “decent work” that encompasses both 

dignity and fulfilment:   

Decent work helps all workers attain a sense of self-respect and dignity, 

experience freedom and security in the workplace, and (as far as possible) is 

afforded the opportunity to choose and execute productive, meaningful and 

fulfilling work that will enable them to construct themselves adequately and 

without restrictions and make social contributions. (p9) 
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The concepts of “dignified” and “fulfilling” work capture a deeper level of psychological 

returns under the umbrella of “enjoyment.”  In this project I explore worker enjoyment 

through their responses to whether they find their work dignified, whether they find it 

fulfilling, and why.  Responses to the “why” questions help us identify, similar to Goods 

et al, the specific job attributes that contribute or detract from workers’ experiences of 

dignity and fulfillment in digital driving.   

 

For economic security, I can compare driver wages to some relevant benchmarks. Such 

comparisons are not possible with my measures of autonomy and enjoyment.  However, I do ask 

drivers to rate their work digital driving to their previous work to get a sense of their broad 

comparisons of job quality across categories.   

 

In Table 1, I outline the specific concepts this study uses to operationalize quality work, 

alongside more specific variables and their measurement.   

 
Table 1:  Concepts and measurement of key “quality work” variables in this study.   

Concept Variables Measurement Data sources 

Economic security 

 Driver hourly net wages Six weeks of driver total revenue (offline and 

online, with online data verified by weekly 
screenshots) less driver self-reported 

operational expenses divided by total hours 

online, verified by screenshots and assumed to 
be overlapping across apps rather than 

mutually exclusive app usage 

Original six-week panel dataset 

 Driver monthly net wages Six weeks of driver revenue (offline and 
online, with online data verified by weekly 

screenshots) less driver self-reported 

operational expenses, adjusted for a four-week 
period 

Original six-week panel dataset 

 Comparison variables   

 Hourly minimum wage Minimum hourly wage for driver in Kenya 

Shillings 

Kenya’s Minis try of Labour and Social 

Protection, as cited in (Kenya National Bureau of 
Statistics (KNBS) 2020) 

 Monthly minimum wage Minimum monthly wage for driver in Kenya 

Shillings 

Kenya’s Ministry of Labour and Social 

Protection, as cited in (Kenya National Bureau of 
Statistics (KNBS) 2020) 

 Poverty line Poverty line in Kenya Shillings as per capita 

monthly expenditure 

Kenya Integrated Household Budget and 

Expenditure survey, 2015/6 (Kenya National 

Bureau of Statistics 2018) 

 Median monthly wages 

for similar workers by 

education level 

Reported median total monthly earnings for 

male workers in Nairobi aged 25-60 

Education levels  

Kenya Integrated Household Budget and 

Expenditure survey, 2015/6 (Kenya National 

Bureau of Statistics 2018)
6

 

 Median hourly wages for 

similar workers by 
education level 

Reported median wages divided by reported 

working hours for male workers in Nairobi 
aged 25-60 based on earnings and working 

hours in primary and secondary occupations 

Kenya Integrated Household Budget and 

Expenditure survey, 2015/6 (Kenya National 

Bureau of Statistics 2018)
7

  

Autonomy 

 Perceptions of flexibility Responses to survey question:  “Tell me if you 
think this is a real benefit of digital driving. If 

yes, is the benefit big, medium sized or 

small?... ‘The job is flexible’” 

Survey of drivers completing the six-week panel 
survey 

 
6
 Specifically, Earnings: d26 + d27 + d43; Education: tier 1 if  c10_l==1 | c10_l==2 |c10_l==3; tier 2 if c10_l==4 ; tier 3 if 

c10_l==5 | c10_l==6 |c10_l==7 
7 Specifically, (d26+d27+d43)/(d18+d39); Education: tier 1 if  c10_l==1 | c10_l==2 |c10_l==3; tier 2 if c10_l==4 ; 

tier 3 if c10_l==5 | c10_l==6 |c10_l==7 
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And 

“What is the most important benefit you get 

from working in this industry? Choose one.” 

 Perceptions of “Being 

one’s own boss” 

Responses to survey question:  “Tell me if you 

think this is a real benefit of digital driving. If 
yes, is the benefit big, medium sized or 

small?... ‘I can be my own boss’” 

And 
“What is the most important benefit you get 

from working in this industry? Choose one.” 

Survey of drivers completing the six-week panel 

survey 

 Driver fixed costs Reported payments on loans and to “partners” 
who own the cars driven by digital drivers 

Original six-week panel dataset 

Enjoyment 

 Experience of dignity Responses to question: “Is digital driving 

dignified work?” 

Survey of drivers completing the six-week panel 

survey 

 Why experience dignity 
in this way  

Qualitative responses to questions:  “Why do 
you think this is dignified?” and “Why do you 

think it is not dignified?” 

 

 Experience of fulfilment Response to question: “Do you find digital 

driving work fulfilling?” 

Survey of drivers completing the six-week panel 

survey 

 Why experience 

fulfilment in this way 

Qualitative responses to questions: “Why do 

you find it fulfilling?” and “Why do you find it 

unfulfilling?” 

Survey of drivers completing the six-week panel 

survey 

Alternative work 

 Previous work 

comparison 

Response to question: “How does digital 

driving compare to your last job or the last 
way you were making money before joining 

the apps? 1) Digital driving is better; 2) Digital 

driving is about the same as my last job; 3) 
Digital driving is worse than my last job.” 

Survey of drivers at the beginning of the six-

week panel survey 

 Alternative work Qualitative response to question: “If you 

weren’t digital driving, what else do you think 

you would be doing now to earn money?” 

Survey of drivers at the end of the six-week panel 

survey 

 Alternative work 

comparison 

Qualitative response to question: “How would 

that compare to digital driving?”  

Survey of drivers at the end of the six-week panel 

survey 

 

I treat these three dimensions of job quality separately and do not assign any weights to 

particular dimensions, given that there is no consensus weighting scale available and because 

workers will differ in their preferences for work with different weighted attributes (Osterman 

2013; Smith 1979). My qualitative work in Nairobi with drivers does suggest earnings are central 

to any measure of good work, and as such, it is given particular attention in the paper.  I then 

look at other dimensions of work to explore whether the theory of compensating differentials or 

the demand-resources model helps us understand why workers remain engaged in digital driving 

in spite of what appear to be low wages.   

 

Context: Digital driving in Nairobi 
 

Market conditions in Nairobi are distinctive from the United States. These differences have 

altered the ways that ride hailing firms operate and what that means for drivers.   

 

Local labor market.  Nairobi’s labor market is characterized by high levels of informality and 

low wages.  According the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, only 16% of Kenya’s 18.1 

million workers have a formal job (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) 2020).  Rather 

than not working, the remainder of the workforce earns informally, including a large number (but 

unreported in recent surveys) who are self-employed or “own account” workers.  These workers 

require capital—often significant sums of it—to operate on their own, and thus a lack of access 

to capital is a significant hindrance for fluidly moving between livelihoods.  Overall 
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unemployment was just 6.5% at the time of my study (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 

2020c).   

 

Wages are also quite low.  The Kenyan Government has set minimum hourly and monthly wages 

for different types of professions. The minimum hourly wage for a driver in Nairobi is KES 

164.90 or $1.65 per hour for a driver.8  The minimum monthly wage for a driver in Nairobi was 

KES 18,319.50 (about $183) per month in 2019 (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) 

2020).  However, given high informality, minimum wage laws are not universally applied.  Still, 

the minimum wage is an important benchmark for a socially negotiated and deemed “fair” level 

of compensation for different types of work. 

 

Large recent studies of actual wages by sector in Kenya or Nairobi are not available.  However, 

we can see self-reported incomes for a similar labor pool by looking at earnings reported in the 

Kenya Integrated Household Budget and Expenditure Survey of 2015/6.  Looking at male 

workers in Nairobi between the ages of 25-60—very similar to the driver population—we 

observe median monthly incomes (from multiple sources) of KES 24,548 after adjusting for 

inflation, though this varies significantly by education level.  About 34% of working men aged 

25-60 surveyed in Nairobi were earning less than today’s minimum monthly wage for drivers, 

after adjusting the minimum wage for inflation.  About 17% of this group was earning less than 

the hourly minimum wage for drivers in Nairobi.   

 
Table 2:  Hours and wages reported by male workers in Nairobi, ages 25-60 (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics - Ministry Of 
Devolution & National Planning 2018) 

 

    Education Tiers 

  
All 
working 
men 

Tier 1 
(Finish 
Primary or 
less) 

Tier 2 
(Finish 
Secondary) 

Tier 3 
(Finish 
Tertiary) 

(n=323) (n=95) (n=111) (n=115) 

Median weekly working hours (all activities) 52 60 54 48 

Median monthly income (primary & secondary work) 24,548 18,411 18,411 49,097 

Implied median hourly wage (primary & secondary 
work) 

106 84 82 271 

 

Wealth among ordinary people in Nairobi is also low, making it significantly more difficult for 

would-be digital drivers to purchase their own cars.  In the United States, the Census Bureau 

reported that 91.5% of households had access to at least one car in 2017 (United States Census 

Bureau 2018).  In Kenya’s urban areas, only 7.2% of households had access to a car or truck as 

of 2014 (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) et al. 2014).  Vehicle financing is also 

more expensive in Kenya, where interest rates in 2019 were about 12.4% compared to 5.3% in 

the US (IMF International Financial Statistics 2019).  Typical monthly payments on car loans (as 

I will show later) were about KES 30,000 (about $300) per month, exceeding median monthly 

wages, posing significant risks to drivers who would likely have little wiggle room in their 

budgets to cover payments if driving income dropped.  Given the high cost of vehicles relative to 

 
8 Kenyan minimum wages are set by job category, not universally.  
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wages, most of those purchasing a car for the purpose of driving on platforms need driving 

earnings to fully cover all vehicle costs. This makes part-time driving only a viable option only 

for those with high-paying primary jobs, those who already own their cars, or those who usually 

rent their cars out to other drivers. I will show these are a minority of drivers in Kenya.  That so 

few drivers in Nairobi could put an “idle” asset to work on platforms (an early “sharing economy 

premise)(Parente, Geleilate, and Rong 2018), led to changes in the ride hailing business model in 

Kenya, as I will describe below.  

 

Demand for ride hailing.  Median monthly per capita consumption expenditure in Nairobi is 

estimated at about KES 11,381 (about $113) (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics - Ministry Of 

Devolution & National Planning 2018).  Even a trip cost of $2-3 would consume an important 

share of household budgets, making such trips perceived as a luxury expenditure.  About 11% of 

the city’s population had used Uber at least once within the previous 30 days at the time of my 

study.9  Some segment of those users are likely highly price sensitive in terms of their use of 

such services and the intensity of such usage, though such data is not currently available.  Given 

generally low incomes in Nairobi, I expect that the price elasticity of demand is quite high, likely 

significantly higher than much wealthier cities, like New York, where I have some indication of 

the price elasticity of demand based on the demand response to new price floor regulations 

(Rapier 2019).   

 

Also, very few Kenyans actively use credit and debit cards for payments.  The country has a 

vibrant mobile money service, M-PESA used by about 80% of adults in the country, but this 

service does not currently allow for automated debits (Central Bank of Kenya, Kenya National 

Bureau of Statistics, and FSD Kenya 2019).  Ride hailing service providers changed a key piece 

of their operating model—cashless payments—in response to this reality, allowing riders to pay 

drivers directly in either cash or M-PESA.10 

 

Regulator capacities.  There has been some confusion in Kenya about which authority ought to 

regulate ride hailing.  Providers’ initial registration as technology firms complicated this 

designation. It was unclear for some time whether the local county administration had 

jurisdiction or whether regulation should sit somewhere in the Ministry of Transportation.  Draft 

regulations governing the sector have since been proposed by the National Transport and Safety 

Administration (NTSA) at the urging of a Senate Committee on Labour and Social Welfare and 

with the support of the Ministry of Transportation. Regardless of the regulatory body, the 

Kenyan regulator will have limited resources to actively monitor and enforce ride hailing 

regulations, limiting some of the regulatory options available.  

 

In contrast, the New York Taxi and Limousine Commission has 600 staff.  With 86,000 active 

ride hailing drivers accounting for some 30% of the city’s traffic, they have a strong reason to 

monitor and—if necessary—regulate the market (Joshi et al. 2019).  Regulators in smaller, 

developing country markets have significantly fewer resources and political impetus to intervene 

and to intervene in ways that balance the interests of all citizens impacted by the services, 

 
9 Rider numbers were provided directly by Uber. 
10 In Brazil, cash payments were associated with a spike in violent crime targeting drivers (Haynes 2017). That was not 

documented in Kenya, perhaps because many “cash” payments were actually done on M-PESA. Uber in Nairobi has since also 

introduced its own wallet for direct payments between riders and drivers. Many drivers report that security is much better on 

digital apps compared to offline driving.  
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whether or not they are users, investors, workers, or simply residents impacted by potential 

traffic and emissions implications of ride hailing.  National priorities—including poverty 

alleviation—sit elsewhere.  

 

Digital driving operations in Nairobi 
 

Prior to ride hailing companies’ entry into Nairobi, the taxi industry was split between a small 

number of large, formal taxi companies and independent taxi operators.  Taxi companies tended 

to serve primarily tourist and corporate clients.  Drivers for these companies were typically paid 

a monthly wage and worked specific hourly shifts in a vehicle owned by the firm.  Independent 

drivers typically had a number of regular clients as well as some ad-hoc clients with whom fares 

were negotiated on the spot from taxi parking areas in key areas with taxi users (outside 

corporate offices, at major intersections, outside shopping centers, etc.).  Small groups of taxi 

drivers in those areas often ran them as sort of micro-cartels, setting up internal agreements on 

rotating their services to clients and colluding on prices (though there was typically still some 

negotiation for each trip).  Newcomers were often hazed to discourage entry or charged an entry 

fee for permission to join the group and park in the same spot.  Typically clients paid in cash or 

mobile money (M-PESA) after each trip, though regular clients might pay monthly.   

 

Vehicle financing was limited, with many independent drivers buying their cars in cash, 

sometimes with partial loans from wealthy clients. Other drivers hired cars at a going rate of 

about KES 30,000 (about $300)11 per month for cars about the size of a Toyota Corolla.   

 

An important challenge for independent drivers was getting clients. Prices were viewed as high 

by potential users, and very few Kenyans regularly used private taxi services (Salon and Aligula 

2012; Mutongi 2017; Klopp 2012). Drivers built their client lists over time to secure demand and 

often—as they told us in this survey—experienced a lot of idle time waiting for customers.   

 

The first ride hailing firm to enter Nairobi was Uber in 2015.  In its operations elsewhere at the 

time, Uber allowed “driver partners” to register their own car and themselves with the platform. 

After passing certain requirements and inspections, drivers could then begin accepting trips on 

the application from requesting riders.  All riders had to have an electronic payment mode 

registered in the app and all payments (less ride hailing company commissions) were dispersed 

to drivers’ bank accounts on a weekly basis.   

 

Ride hailing platforms, like Uber, enforce the rules of their ecosystem through remote 

monitoring and digital penalties. For example, drivers and passengers rate one another. When 

driver aggregate ratings drop below a given threshold, drivers are suspended from the system. 

Riders can be charged remotely for bad behavior or also have their accounts disabled. Uber 

ensures that all licenses, background checks, and insurance are up to date as well, blocking 

drivers who fall out of compliance with operating standards.   

 

Uber and its competitors monitor driver behavior and offer a wide range of shifting incentives to 

manage drivers.  For example, they use surge pricing to encourage more drivers to drive when 

 
11 For a short time in 2014 and 2015, I was one of these owners, leasing a cab to a local driver in Nairobi while he saved money 

to buy a second car.   
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demand is high. They might text drivers to tell them where demand is “surging” or expecting to 

surge, whether or not this information is true or likely to translate into increased earnings for 

drivers if they move into the area (Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Guda and Subramanian 2019; 

Mehrotra and Gordon 2019). They offer a wide range of bonuses and price variations to 

encourage certain behavior. For example, some offer rewards like letting preferred drivers jump 

the queue waiting for passengers at the airport (Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Chen, Mislove, and 

Wilson 2015; Uber n.d.). Drivers in Nairobi told us they suspected being “loyal” to one app 

(which app companies could see through usage behavior) also gave you preference among 

drivers for being offered more and better-paying trips.  

 

As Uber entered Nairobi, it made two important adjustments to its business model, which were 

then adopted by other app companies:  

1. Alternative vehicle ownership arrangements.  Drivers could not independently join the 

platform at first. In an effort to expand supply more quickly and efficiently, Uber 

mandated that only owners of fleets of at least five vehicles meeting their initially-

stringent vehicle quality requirements could join the service. These “partners” (car 

owners) would hire their own drivers and negotiate payment terms bilaterally.12 Often 

they would hire drivers from within their social networks.  Over time, independent 

“driver partners” (drivers driving their own cars) were allowed to join as well as partners 

owning only one or two cars and hiring their own drivers.  All drivers have their own 

profile on the apps, which follows them even if they change vehicles.  This same 

arrangement now covers all the major apps in the country.   

 

Over time, Uber also introduced new vehicle financing arrangements, particularly to help 

existing drivers buy their own, very small, 800cc Suzuki Altos to operate on a low-cost 

service tier on Uber called “Uber Chap.” In order to be eligible, drivers had to have been 

working (typically for a partner) on Uber for six months.  Other banks and car dealers 

also began offering drivers independent financing arrangements to purchase a vehicle 

through a loan, perhaps encouraged by the regularity and visibility of digital drivers’ 

gross revenues.  Uber also changed its vehicle standards, including a shift towards 

promoting smaller, more fuel-efficient cars over time. 

 

As of the time of my study in 2019, drivers had three different vehicle asset 

arrangements: driving for a partner and paying a weekly fixed rental fee to the owner, 

driving a car they had bought outright, or driving a car they were continuing to pay off 

through a wide range of loan agreements.   

 

2. Cash payments.  Given the low usage of card payments in Kenya, Uber experimented 

with allowing riders to pay drivers directly with cash or personal mobile money (M-

PESA) payments (both considered “cash” by the app company since the payment goes 

directly to drivers).  This came with some risk to drivers, given that clients could refuse 

to pay for services.  It also introduced some risk to Uber, because drivers could delay or 

 
12 In the early days, there were a range of different revenue sharing arrangements between drivers and partners, but by the time of 

my study this had settled into a near universal norm of drivers paying partners a fixed weekly rental fee and keeping any net 

revenue above that threshold.  
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fail to pay commissions owed to Uber when those exceeded what the company collected 

digitally from trips paid for with cards.   

 

Many drivers had a strong preference for cash trips, both in order to be able to use the 

cash immediately to cover expenses and to delay the remittance of commissions.  My 

data suggest that cash payments continue to be far more prevalent than card payments in 

the local market.  How a given app company manages clients who fail to pay in this cash-

centric system has important implications for how drivers experience their work.  At the 

same time, app companies need to be able to encourage drivers to accept card trips and 

block drivers who fail to remit commissions. 

 

Cash trips also make trip fares and app company commissions visible to both drivers and 

riders.  This transparency is no longer part of the model in the US, where the fares 

charged to riders and those paid to drivers are not uniformly linked and where 

commissions vary opaquely on a trip by trip basis (Pender 2019; Helling 2018; Mehrotra 

and Gordon 2019).   

 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 below trace the evolution of Uber in Nairobi. Uber entered the Kenyan 

market in January 2015, by design with 100 drivers all working for owners of fleets of at least 

five cars each.  While the service’s initial fares were high compared to current levels, they tended 

to be lower than traditional taxi fares, in part seeking to grow the market for taxis by offering a 

lower price than the competition, sometimes also with subsidies on either or both sides of the 

market.13  The introduction of cash payments partly accounts for growing ridership from June 

2015. As ridership grew, more drivers joined the service, some with their own cars as early as 

2016, even amidst resistance from incumbent taxis.   

 

Offline taxis pushed back against digital driving for two main reasons. First, Uber was 

undercutting fares and disrupting the informal cartel structure that previously regulated the 

supply of taxis.  Second, Uber required that cars on their platform be relatively large, relatively 

new, and to pass quality inspections that checked things like having fully functioning air 

conditioning.14  It would be costly for many drivers to upgrade their vehicles in order to 

participate, creating an important obstacle for existing independent taxi drivers to participate in 

the new market.  Uber offered riders lower fares in these nicer, newer cars, which pulled demand 

away from the incumbents.  For drivers who joined Uber, the lower fares were compensated by 

utilization rates higher than they used to achieve independently when relying on client lists and 

serendipitous rides achieved from fixed parking locations. 

 

Then in July 2016, a competitor, Bolt (then called Taxify), entered the market.  Uber slashed 

prices in response, and experienced a surge in ridership.  Drivers continued to join the platform 

in spite of lower prices.  However, in March 2017, coinciding with stagnating ridership numbers, 

digital driver associations staged their first strike.  The first strike achieved a temporary per 

kilometer price increase from KES 35/km to KES 42/km.  Only some subsequent strikes led to 

tangible changes. The July 2018 strike, for example, ended with the app companies signing of a 

 
13 Unfortunately, data on subsidies is not public, so I do not have conclusive information on the extent to which app companies 

were still providing subsidies to drivers or riders at the time of my study.  
14 These requirements were relaxed over time, lowering barriers to entry for drivers.   
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non-binding MOU which promised, for example, to ensure trip pricing at a minimum covered 

Automobile Association (AA) expense per kilometer costs. This was never implemented. In spite 

of falling and volatile prices as well as frequent strikes, drivers have continued to join (on net) 

Uber over time.   

 

Driver collective action may have backfired by heightening competition between Bolt and Uber.  

In 2017 as ridership on Uber stagnated, many drivers frustrated with Uber because of price cuts 

joined a movement to “switch off” Uber in favor of Bolt. According to driver Facebook groups, 

drivers reasoned that if they made it difficult for Uber riders to get picked up, they would pull 

customers to Bolt and convince Uber to lure drivers back with higher prices.  Instead, Uber again 

cut fares pulling customers back with drivers following.  The result, based on my own 

observation, seemed to be a larger share of drivers and riders using multiple apps simultaneously.   

 

In March 2018, Uber introduced a new, lower-cost service tier, Uber Chap. This tier was meant 

to offer clients a low-cost service with smaller, more fuel-efficient cars, helping Uber compete 

for market share from its biggest competitor, Bolt.  At the time of my study, Uber charged 25% 

commission on Uber X (higher cost service tier). All cars with an engine size below 1300cc 

could only operate on Uber Chap (the lower service tier). There, commissions were 25% on the 

first 15 trips of the week and 3% thereafter.15  Bolt charged a flat commission of 20%, and the 

other important competitor, Little Cab16 (serving mostly corporate clients), took 15% of ride 

revenues as commission.   

 

 
15 Uber considered this a promotional commission structure. During the COVID crisis in March 2020, they changed this and 

started charging 25% commission on across tiers.  
16 Little Cab has both an on-demand service and one that allows a rider to pick his or her preferred driver, thus allowing some 

drivers to keep their personal “clients” while still using the system, which offers corporate clients direct billing. 
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Figure 1:  Evolution of ride haling in Kenya showing Uber driver numbers and prices over time.17   

 
 
Figure 2:  Evolution of ride hailing in Kenya showing Uber active riders and rates over time.   

 
 

Driver gross earnings are a function of two key variables: pricing and utilization rates.  App 

companies through their pricing and their control of the number of drivers permitted into the 

ecosystem, control both variables. The charts above remind us that both of these variables 

 
17 Driver and rider numbers in these figures represent monthly active drivers and riders and were provided by Uber Kenya.  

Pricing and other events are compiled from a wide range of media and press release reports.   
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change frequently, though those who choose to make an investment in joining the platforms do 

so with a long planning horizon—typically at least three years.  App companies maximize 

revenue from total rides. Given the service they are providing, it is in their interest to have 

drivers constantly available—stationary or moving around waiting for requests—to pick up 

customers soon after they make a request (Parrott and Reich 2018). For changes in the utilization 

rate to be revenue neutral to drivers, driver revenue for trips with passengers would need to 

increase with a decline in the utilization rate to compensate for increased idle time.   

 

I estimate that the total number of digital drivers in Nairobi at the time of my study was about 

17,000-18,000.  Uber reported a total of 13,219 active drivers in October 2019.18  My 

understanding from qualitative work is that nearly all drivers work on either Uber or Bolt, with 

many on both.  In my sample, 35% of Bolt drivers were not using Uber.  Assuming that Bolt has 

a similar number of active drivers as Uber (which is likely an overestimation), suggests a total 

market of around 18,000 drivers.  There may also be some smaller number of drivers only using 

the smaller platforms, such as Little Cab, Mara Moja, and InDriver.  I expect there were likely 

fewer than 500 such drivers at the time of this study.  Many ask to what extent digital driving 

represents new job creation versus the displacement of offline taxi driver jobs.  The absence of 

data on taxi driver numbers before Uber prevents us from estimating a correlation.  However, the 

acceleration in driving registrations for this category of service appears to suggest at least some 

net job creation (Figure 11 in Appendix).   

 

Data 
 

Measuring driver earnings in Kenya poses three challenges:  

1. Access to administrative data and possible bias. Studies of driver earnings in the US 

have largely relied on firm-provided administrative data, such as Hall and Krueger 

(2018). Several of these early studies also had to include a co-author from the ride hailing 

firm as a condition for data access. Such policies may bias which types of measures are 

used and which findings are disclosed (Berg and Johnston 2019; Gig Economy 

Researchers United 2020).  Reliance on administrative data often confined studies to 

measuring earnings in a single application, even if—as in Kenya—many drivers use 

multiple platforms. In New York City, the government compiled administrative data 

across platforms (Parrott and Reich 2018), but this access was not available in Kenya.  

2. Incorporating offline data. Earnings research based on administrative data misses 

driving earnings that occur offline.  While this may be relatively small in the US, it is an 

important source of driving earnings in Kenya, where drivers earn money from known 

clients who request their services offline or when drivers negotiate to do a digitally-

initiated trip offline (or “karura”19) to avoid paying app company service commissions.  It 

 
18 Data provided by Uber Kenya. 
19 Drivers colloquially refer to offline trips as “karura” trips referencing the city’s famed and beloved Karura Forest, where they 

assume there is no cell phone network. The forest is also associated with historic resistance struggles as it is home to caves used 

as hiding places by anti-colonial Mau rebels and was preserved in a famous anti-government struggle led by activist Wangari 

Maathai.  Offline trips include those initiated by individual, long standing clients who call specific drivers for commuting 

purposes, special engagements, airport trips, and long distance, intercity trips.  But, it can also include instances when a driver 

convinces a passenger to cancel the app trip and ride with them offline, bypassing app company tracking and commissions. 

Drivers caught doing this frequently can be blocked from the platforms. 
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is important to include these additional driving revenues since driving expenses are 

shared across online and offline trips.  

3. Lack of a sample frame.  Trying to collect revenue and expense data across platforms 

and including offline earnings would suggest a survey-based approach for data collection.  

However, at the time of the study, there was no universal sampling frame from which to 

select drivers.  The government issued driving permits for public service vehicles (PSVs) 

to digital drivers in the same class as matatu (minibus) drivers (of which there are many 

more). App companies did not respond to requests to discuss the study prior to sampling.  

I did not even know the total market size or the distribution of drivers across service tiers 

and was forced to make estimations based on media reports.  Further, drivers are mobile 

and a small fraction of the population, making geographic sampling impossible.  

Sampling from typical parking areas would have biased the sample towards less busy 

drivers.   

 

In the face of such challenges, I decided to draw a sample of active drivers by hailing rides on 

the major platforms and inviting drivers to join the study.  I generated a randomized set of GPS 

points across Nairobi County and weighted those GPS points towards areas of the county with 

high, medium, and low volume on different days of the week and times of day, based on 

qualitative insights from an exploratory study.  My exploratory study also suggested that nearly 

all app-based drivers were on one of the two major platforms:  Uber or Bolt.  I randomly 

assigned GPS points to a specific service (Bolt, Uber Chap, and Uber X) and time of day.   

 

I sent out a team of 25 enumerators in August and early September to hail short trips from each 

of these GPS points according to the sampling specifications and invite the driver to participate 

in the study.  I threw out any invitations that did not adhere to sampling specifications and our 

team called drivers who expressed an interest in the study for a first interview starting in mid-

September 2019.   

 

While we recruited 730 drivers (with a target of keeping 600 in the study), we struggled to 

complete interviews with initial drivers due primarily to false rumors spread on social media that 

our team was collaborating with the revenue authority and working against driver associations.  

It was also challenging to meet drivers in person for the first interview (about 45-60 minutes), 

because of the nature of their work, which took them to unexpected and distant parts of a city 

with notorious traffic congestion.  We ended up continuing to sample through the first week of 

the study, offering interested drivers an opportunity to do their first interview “on the spot” 

following recruitment, avoiding some of the scheduling difficulties.  We compensated drivers 

over M-PESA for their time off the road responding to our questions.   

 

The first interview involved a detailed informed consent process, background questions on 

demographics and driving experiences, car ownership and lease arrangements, and other details. 

We also collected retrospective information on weekly earnings and expenditures from the 

previous week, showing drivers how to fill a corresponding log for the following five weeks of 

the study. We collected screenshots of weekly summaries from the two main apps (Uber and 

Bolt) to cross check driver-reported data.  (See appendix for images of the driver logs and 

screenshots.)  For the following five weeks, drivers sent photos of this data and screenshots 

directly to interviewers who confirmed this information on short phone or in person interviews, 
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according to drivers’ preferences.  Interviewers entered this data along with the images into a 

digital data capture tool. Interviewers completed the final interview in person, and this session 

also included qualitative questions about drivers’ experiences, particularly focused on autonomy 

and enjoyment variables.  In total, 530 drivers began the study, and 450 completed at least six 

weeks of data collection and an opening and closing interview.20   

 

I initially planned to make the dataset public, but some drivers pointed out that doing so would 

remove their anonymity with platforms who could identify them based on their daily and weekly 

data.  Some feared retribution from the platforms for their participation in the study.  (More on 

ethical considerations can be found in Part 1 of the Appendix.) 

 

As a result of my recruitment methodology, I likely underrepresent part-time and occasional 

digital drivers, since I recruited from those actively driving.  My data on kilometers driven is 

incomplete. This was onerous for drivers to record, so not every driver recorded this every day or 

week, making per kilometer estimations across the sample difficult.  In the first two weeks of the 

study, it seemed that expense data reported by drivers could be overestimated. I reviewed any 

questionable figures with drivers in the final interview to address mistakes and also used a wide 

range of expense estimation approaches to cross check these figures.  In the end, self-reported 

expense data from drivers proved the lowest estimation of operational costs.  Data on offline 

trips likely underestimates revenue from this source as well, since drivers may have wanted to 

obscure that income in their desire to tell a narrative of struggle against the app companies.  

However, data on earnings from ride hailing platforms (including hours online, trips per day and 

week, and post-commission revenues)—the focus of this paper—is very strong, given that our 

team cross checked this data against screenshots from the apps.   

 

Findings 
Driver characteristics and previous work 
 

An initial look at the 531 drivers who began the study with us tells us quite a bit about the digital 

driver population.  Drivers were overwhelmingly male (97%).  They ranged in age from 23 to 72 

with a median of 35.  Eighty-eight percent of drivers in my starting sample reported driving as 

their main income source, which might be an overestimation based on my sampling strategy.21  

While only 33% of drivers were originally from Nairobi, their migration was mostly for previous 

education experiences or generally to look for work.  Only two drivers in the sample reported 

migrating to Nairobi specifically to work as digital drivers.   

 

About 42% of the drivers in the sample were driving professionally (in taxis, matatus, 

motorbikes, or ‘bodas,’ lorries, as private drivers or company drivers) before joining apps, with 

the average time driving on apps at about two years at the time of this study.  A significant share 

of drivers (46%) completed college or university, which is quite high for Nairobi, where the last 

census suggested 35%22 of the population aged 20-59 had such a qualification (Kenya National 

 
20 I also followed up with drivers in July 2020 to understand the impact of COVID on their livelihoods. That data is not part of 

this paper.   
21 A privately shared survey from Uber following my fieldwork suggested a slightly smaller share of full time drivers.   
22 Author calculation based on two cited census publications. 
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Bureau of Statistics 2020b; 2020a).  Drivers with more education were also more likely to have 

been working as formal employees prior to driving and were more likely to own their car 

outright. They were more likely to have purchased a car before joining the apps or to have access 

to the savings and other wealth necessary to make such a purchase.   

 

Thirty-one percent of drivers had been formally employed before joining the apps, with many of 

them having joined the apps after a job loss.23  A larger number of drivers (59%) joined the apps 

because they believed they offered an opportunity to make more money and have more control 

over one’s working hours and income.  Still, an important share of drivers joined because their 

alternative income generating strategies were not working. They cited job loss, the loss of clients 

in the offline taxi space (14%), the failure or decline of a business, and general desperation for 

work.  A small share were lured by the hope of improved physical security (vis a vis security 

jobs or dangerous work in matatus), quick, daily cash flows, and simply for a change (  

 
23 While it is not apparent from GDP figures, 2017-2019 included an economic slowdown with widescale job losses tied to a 

number of economic issues, but in large part due to the uncertainty caused by a tumultuous presidential election in August and 

October 2017.   
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Figure 3: The main reason drivers decided to join 

digital driving. 

Figure 4: Why digital driving was viewed as an 

“opportunity” (more than one reason accepted) 

 and Figure 4).   
 

Table 3:  Driver profiles across sample and by education tier. 

  

By education tier  
Overall 
Initial 

Sample 
(n=531) 

Tier 1 (Finish 
Primary or 
less)(n=93) 

Tier 2 
(Finished 
Secondary) 
(n=194) 

Tier 3 (Finish 
Tertiary)(n=244) 

 
mean (median) 

Age 37 (35) 40 (39) 38 (36) 35 (34) 

Years Driving 9.5 (7.8) 11.1 (9.3) 10.5 (8.8) 8.2 (6.9) 
Years Digital Driving 2.0 (1.9) 1.8 (1.5) 2.1 (2.1) 2.0 (1.8) 
% Male 97% 99% 99% 95% 
% Digital Driving is main income 88% 94% 91% 83% 
% Previous work as driver 42% 56% 48% 31% 
% Previous work in employment 31% 19% 26% 41% 
% Previous work in business/casual 19% 15% 19% 21% 
% Previous work farming 3% 5% 3% 1% 
% Previously not working 5% 4% 4% 6% 
% Viewed Digital Driving as Opportunity 59% 50% 57% 63% 
% Car via partner 51% 69% 55% 42% 
% Car via loan 30% 28% 32% 29% 
% Car owned outright 19% 3% 13% 29% 
% Car engine <1300 CC  69% 68% 69% 70% 
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Figure 3: The main reason drivers decided to join 

digital driving. 

Figure 4: Why digital driving was viewed as an 

“opportunity” (more than one reason accepted) 

  
 

When drivers talked about their previous jobs, especially those “formal” jobs we imagine are less 

precarious than digital driving, they told us that, oftentimes, those jobs weren’t as “good” as we 

might expect:   

• “Driving for the company was not satisfying for me, and I had no freedom.  No one 

appreciated my effort at times, and I was considered a junior staff.” 

• “I had lots of pressure at the bank, hence I needed a job with little pressure.” 

• “The owner of the company did not respect people, so I quit. When I was getting married, 

my boss refused to give me leave.  I was told to have the wedding on Saturday and report 

to work the next day.”   

• “I felt unsafe in my previous job.” 

As shown in Figure 4, for many drivers, ride hailing offered the prospect of increased earnings 

as well as better working conditions than immediate alternatives.   

 

In my sample, 51% of drivers did not own their own cars and instead drove the car of a 

“partner.” These drivers typically rented a car from the partner for KES 9000-10,000 ($90-100) 

per week.  About 40% of these drivers were direct friends or relatives of the car owner, the 

others were not.24  Some partners were fleet owners and others were individuals with just one car 

on the platforms.25 Some drivers were allowed to pay less or pay later than agreed if they could 

negotiate flexibility with this owner. This seemed to vary based on the nature of the relationship 

between driver and partner with close family and friends allowing drivers more payment 

flexibility.   

 

 
24 About 42% were connected to owners indirectly through social networks, 9% by app companies themselves, and another 8% 

through social media and other methods. 
25 Qualitative work in 2021 suggested that fleets were much more common in the early days of Uber, but that this 

became less viable over time and that as of 2021, most partners had only one or two vehicles. 
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A further 30% of drivers were currently paying a loan on the car they acquired to drive on 

platforms and 19% already owned their cars outright, either having paid for the car with savings 

or already clearing any supplemental loans needed to pay off the car.   

 

Sixty-nine percent of the drivers who enrolled in the study were driving a car with an engine 

under 1300cc, meaning they operated on Uber’s lower cost tier of service (Uber Chap Chap) 

when using Uber.  At the time of my study, the other large apps did not distinguish in car service 

tiers.  This share is partly a function of the way we sampled and may not reflect the true 

distribution of drivers.  Uber declined to share with us the percentage of drivers operating on this 

service tier versus Uber X, the higher cost service tier. They only told us that Uber Chap indeed 

has more drivers than Uber X.   

 

Economic Security 

Start-up costs 
 

Barriers to entry into ride hailing may seem low, but involve significant commitments by drivers, 

whether or not they own the car.  The car purchase is by far the largest expense for those drivers 

who purchase a car to drive on the platform.  However, drivers driving for partners also spent a 

median of KES 17,300 (about $173) to start their work on platforms. Keep in mind that this is 

about 94% of median monthly wages for male workers in Nairobi without tertiary education 

(Table 2).  These expenses came from getting a certificate of good conduct from the local police 

and upgrading their personal driving license to be able to drive “public service vehicles” (PSVs). 

Start-up costs often also included buying a new, upgraded, or backup smartphone.  Nearly all of 

these costs were viewed as essential for the work as outlined in Table 4.26   

 

Those driving their own cars also had the cost of vehicle acquisition or initial down payments if 

paying for the car with a loan.  I will discuss those details more later in this paper, though typical 

cars on the platforms were about KES 850,000 on the UberX (higher service tier) platform and 

KES 750,000 on the Uber Chap (lower service tier) platform.  In Kenya, most of these cars are 

imported from Japan when they are 7-8 years old.  On arrival, many need some initial repairs, 

such as new tires, radios that work on Kenyan frequencies, new batteries, and some security 

measures (such as engraving parts with the vehicle number plate, chains on side mirrors, riveting 

of removeable parts, and alarms or tracking devices).  These vehicle upgrades account for a large 

share of startup costs for drivers with their own cars, as shown in Table 4.   

 
Table 4:  Start-up costs for those who own their own cars and those who drive for partners.  (Exchange rate at time of study 

~$1=KES 100). Taken from starting survey, n=531 drivers.  
Own car Don’t own  

% drivers 
paying  

Value (KES) % drivers 
paying  

Value (KES) 

Required by Platforms-Typically paid by partner/owner 
  

PSV insurance 97% 48,000 18% 28,000 

NTSA inspection 96% 1,100 17% 1,050 

Car repair, upgrade 85% 45,000 1% . 

 
26 Nearly all of these costs are known in advance. Drivers openly share information on requirements for starting up on platforms 

on social media platforms with hundreds of thousands of users.  
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Auto Assured inspection 73% 800 21% 600 

Required by Platforms-Typically paid by driver 
  

Good Conduct 93% 1,050 96% 1,050 

PSV license 86% 1,050 82% 1,050 

Smart phone 59% 15,000 70% 12,000 

Driving license 24% 7,500 30% 7,000 

Not required by platforms 
    

Training (by law required for new 
licenses, but not always required in 
practice) 

32% 2,400 35% 2,000 

MCSK license (demanded by police, 
typically to avoid extortion) 

30% 4,000 11% 4,000 

Other 20% 7,000 13% 2,500      

Median total start-up cost (excluding vehicle) 
  

  
104,500 

 
17,300 

 

Platform preferences and revenues 
 

In my sample, drivers mostly used Uber and Bolt.  We sampled from these two platforms, but 

extensive qualitative work suggested that nearly all drivers using any platforms use at least one 

of these two bigger services.  Uber was the dominant platform by total revenues in the sample 

and the source of the most revenues for 70% of drivers.  Another 22% of drivers derived the 

largest share of their revenues from Bolt, only 1% from Little Cab, and 7% from offline trips.   

 
Figure 5:  App usage in the sample. Many drivers use more than one app.  

 
Uber was typically the preferred application,27 and those drivers deriving a larger share of 

revenues from Bolt, typically did so because they had been unable to register with Uber or had 

been blocked from the Uber service.  This happened sometimes for long periods, but often for 

 
27 This is a fluid designation and seemed to have shifted as of March 2021, based on qualitative research.  
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shorter periods, because Uber more quickly suspended drivers for low ratings, expired 

documents such as insurance or PSV licenses, and outstanding commissions that had not been 

remitted to the company.  Hence revenue from Uber was 0% for the median Bolt-dominant 

driver.  Bolt was often slower to block drivers for similar breeches.   
 

Table 5:  Revenue shares, revenues, and hours by platform dominance.  

 Dominant source of driving revenue for driver 

 Uber 
Mean 

(median) 

Bolt 
Mean 

(median) 

Little Cab 
Mean 

(median) 

Offline 
Mean 

(median) 

Share of driver revenues from Uber 80% 

(82%) 

7% 

(0%) 

0% 

(0%) 

18% 

(19%) 

Share of driver revenues from Bolt 9% 

(0%) 

81% 

(84%) 

38% 

(40%) 

18% 

(15%) 

Share of driver revenues from Little Cab 1% 

(0% 

3% 

(0%) 

55% 

(54%) 

0% 

(0%) 

Share of driver revenues from other 

applications 

0% 

(0%) 

0% 

(0%) 

1% 

(0%) 

1% 

(0%) 

Share of driver revenues from offline trips 10% 

(4%) 

10% 

(5%) 

6% 

(2%) 

63% 

(62%) 

     

median weekly revenues post commission 20,944 14,547 19,316 18,061 

median weekly hours online (all apps), 

overlap 
60 54 39 25 

 

Drivers who earned the largest share of their income from Uber not only generated greater 

revenues, but also worked more hours online.  This may be in part because hourly earnings on 

Uber are higher.  As shown in Figure 6, post-commission hourly revenues for drivers were 

significantly higher on Uber than Bolt at this time.  While drivers generate a median of KES 277 

for each hour online on Uber, they generate only KES 187 in revenue on Bolt. 
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Figure 6:  Hourly post-commission revenues on Uber and Bolt.   

 
 

This advantage could come from earnings per trip or kilometer, by utilization rates, or driver 

prioritization.  In other words, Bolt could pay drivers less (and also charge customers less) per 

trip and kilometer.  Bolt might have low demand relative to active driver numbers and hours 

online, leading to lower utilization rates.  Or, drivers could leave their Bolt app online when 

servicing customers on other, preferred platforms, dropping revenues per hour online.   

 

I explored these three explanations in the data by looking at the “Uber advantage” (Table 14 in 

Appendix) in terms of trips per hour, earnings per hour, and earnings per trip.  Bolt dominant 

drivers do not presumably leave their Bolt app running while taking trips on a preferred platform.  

While Bolt dominant drivers experience greater utilization and payments per hour on Bolt than 

Uber, they would still be better off being Uber-dominant, if all of them were freely allowed to 

use the Uber platform.  my data suggest that the Uber advantage is both in the higher wages paid 

by the platform and in higher utilization rates.  This has important policy implications, which I 

will revisit later.   

 

Because fares are dynamic and the app companies subsidize trips (which was particularly 

common for Bolt via rider discounts), this measurement is dynamic and likely to change.  

However, differential earnings across platforms is likely to remain and has important regulatory 

implications. 

 

Driver earnings 
In order to understand worker wages, we must go beyond revenue figures and deduct expenses 

related to both operational costs and the cost of accessing an asset.  The various asset access 

arrangements in Kenya complicate this picture.  Below I consider a few different ways to 

understand earnings under different asset arrangements.   
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Operational income 
 

First is the net operational income approach, in which I look at the net cash flows for drivers 

during the months of my study, looking at their take home cash before and after immediate asset 

costs (like loans and partner payments).  In this section, I do not address the costs of car 

ownership for those who already own their own cars.  This is simply a cash flow analysis and 

reflects most closely the income drivers feel they are earning. But it dramatically overestimates 

actual income for drivers who own their own cars.   

 

Previous papers from the US include a fixed per kilometer cost for car ownership based on a sort 

of modal car and annual milage, drawing on AAA estimates of the costs of car ownership or their 

own car ownership cost models (Parrott and Reich 2018; Hall and Krueger 2018).  However, if I 

were to apply the full costs of ownership according to local Automobile Association (AA) rates, 

drivers would be losing money for every kilometer driven (Table 6).  Instead, I deal with the 

costs of ownership in different ways and first look just at driver operational income during the 

period of my study.   

 
Table 6:  Driver hourly revenues and expenses in a range of alternative estimations.  AA rates from (Automobile Association of 
Kenya 2019) 

Average driver expense per hour (based on median km/hr) 

Engine Size, cc 

Post 
commission 
revenue/hour 
(hours 
exclusive) 

Post commission 
revenue/hour 
(hours overlap) 

Operational 
expenses per hour, 
reported (no km data 
needed) 

Operational 
expenses per 
hour AA Rates 

Fixed and 
operational 
expenses per hour 
AA rates 

      

<850 310.21 337.98 153.91 189.35 410.03 

851-1050 309.34 355.31 200.27 214.90 472.33 

1051-1250 293.28 341.55 207.92 235.38 564.90 

1251-1350 334.71 384.26 209.83 245.70 776.83 

1351-1450 193.91 290.65 194.00 230.28 720.94 

1451-1650 313.43 349.64 195.39 252.93 787.21 

 

As Table 6 shows, the wage estimate will be sensitive to which costs I include and also whether I 

sum hours worked across platforms or consider that many hours may actually overlap with both 

major apps online.  In the analysis that follows, I have chosen to focus on the most optimistic 

scenario by considering hours overlapping and applying self-reported operational expenses for 

drivers, which are on average lower than AA-suggested rates.  Operational expenses include fuel 

(average of 79% of operational expenses), airtime and data bundles, parking fees, bribes paid to 

police and county officials, and car wash expenses.  I do not include maintenance and repairs, 

since these are part of the cost of ownership and are typically covered by car owners, and thus 

not applicable to drivers with partners.  Operational expenses alone accounted for an average of 

55% of post-commission revenues.   
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Drivers who worked for partners paid another KES 9000-10,000 per week for the use of the car.  

Those paying loans also had immediate recurrent payments to their lenders.  This not only 

increased their immediate expenditures, but also appeared to motivate drivers to work longer 

hours in order to meet these fixed costs (Table 7). Those driving their own cars worked a median 

of 51 hours per week compared to 58 for those working for partners or paying off loans. 

 
Table 7:  Median revenues, trips, and hours by asset arrangement.   

 

Owns 

Car 

Paying 

Loan 

Paying 

Partner 

 Median Median Median 

Avg. Weekly Revenues after commissions paid (KES) 16,811 19,712 20,113 

Driver average trips per week 36 46 47 

Driver average hours online per week (overlap) 51 58 58 

Driver average net earnings before loans or partners per week 

(KES) 

8,346 10,082 9,779 

Driver average net earnings after loans & partners per week (KES) 7,472 3,382 1,255 
    

Driver monthly operational income before asset costs (KES) 33,383 40,330 39,117 

Driver monthly operational income after asset costs (incl. 

maintenance, loans, partner payments) (KES) 

29,887 13,527 5,018 

 

As shown in Table 7, the median take home pay for the 51% of drivers driving for a partner is 

just KES 5,108 (about $51) per month, and that is based on working typically about 58 hours per 

week.  Earnings are much higher for those buying a car on a loan arrangement.  Those who own 

their own cars feel they are earning much more, but this calculation does not account for the true 

costs of car ownership.  

 

Are these earnings figures “good”?  In the absence of a true counterfactual—the wages the same 

drivers would be earning in their nearest alternative forms of work—I instead look at a number 

of wage benchmarks:  1) The urban poverty line (KES 7358, inflated from the 2016 benchmark 

of KES 5995); 2) minimum wage (KES 164.90 per hour or KES 18,319.50 per month); and 3) 

median wages for a similar demographic across alternative livelihoods (as in Table 2) (Kenya 

National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) 2020; Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2018).   

 

Thirty-nine percent of full-time (>40 hours online per week) drivers in my sample earned 

monthly take-home wages from digital driving that fell below the adult consumption poverty 

line.  It is possible that they are actually earning more than this from alternative sources, 

including under-reported offline trips and other businesses that might also be supported in part 

by the car they use for driving and the mobility digital driving affords them.   

 

Only about 16% of the sample earned above Nairobi’s hourly minimum wage for drivers on an 

operational income basis.  However, 42% earned above the monthly minimum wage, and that 

rises to 47% for those who worked full time.  It appears this is driven in large part by having 

one’s own car and working longer hours.  Those earning above the monthly minimum wage 

worked on average about 63 hours per week, which is about 10 hours more than the average of 

those who did not earn above the monthly minimum wage.  
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Figure 7: Distribution of driver hourly net operational 

income. 

 

Figure 8: Distribution of driver monthly net operational 

income. 

 
 

Those earning above minimum wage were also more likely to own their own cars and have a 

large share of offline trips, which tend to be high-value and also not subject to platform 

commissions (Table 8).   

 
Table 8:  Characteristics of drivers earning above minimum wage.  

  Above Hourly Min Above Monthly Min 

Dominant App 

 bolt 10% 21% 

 little 0% 33% 

 offline 50% 35% 

 uber 15% 42% 

Ownership 

 Outright 39% 56% 

 Loan 14% 39% 

 Pay Partner 8% 25% 

Engine Size 

 >1300cc 19% 39% 

 <1300cc 14% 34% 

 

At the same time, I know that actual wages—particularly for those without a tertiary education—

tend to be lower than the hourly minimum wage for drivers (Table 2).  How do driver earnings 

compare to median actual reported hourly wages for individuals with similar levels of education?  

Only 31% of drivers in my sample earned monthly incomes above the median reported incomes 

for men in Nairobi with similar levels of education.  Twenty-two percent of digital drivers earned 

hourly incomes above monthly medians for those in their education group.  Those with a tertiary 

education fared particularly poorly relative to their peers, as shown in Table 9.   

. 

Table 9:  Share of full-time drivers earning more than estimated median wages in their peer group.  

  Education Tiers 
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Tier 1 (Finish 
Primary or less) 

Tier 2 (Finished 
Secondary) 

Tier 3 (Finish 
Tertiary) 

% Above median monthly earnings 36% 46% 14% 

% Above median hourly earnings 26% 39% 3% 

 

Hourly earnings regressions 
 

I also run regressions to describe determinants of driver income per hour online (Table 10).  

There is an earnings advantage for drivers who worked more intensively. That could be because 

apps rewarded those drivers by giving them more trips per hour online. It could also be because 

drivers who work more intensively had an experience advantage, for example, developing 

strategies to get trips in high volume areas or with high value clients, which boosted their 

earnings.  I also see the importance of the ownership arrangement.  Driving more intensively on 

Bolt (a lower-paying platform) is associated with lower earnings, but that association is not 

statistically significant in this model.  Getting a large share of trips offline offers a significant 

boost to earnings, due to higher paying offline trips (larger numerator in earnings/hour) and 

fewer hours online (lower denominator).  I did not have a way to measure their hours driving 

offline.  Thus the impact of offline dominance is overestimated here.  Once controlling for these 

other factors, experience driving, engine size (in part a proxy for costs per kilometer and service 

tier) and driver ratings28 are no longer statistically significant determinants of earnings.   
 

Table 10:  Earning regressions for drivers, September and October 2019. 

 Means Dependent 
variable 

 

  ln(individual average hourly net 
income) 

  reg1 reg2 

Average weekly trips across all 
platforms and offline for the 
driver over core 

44.75 0.008** 0.016*** 

  0.004 0.004 

Paying off loan on car 30% -0.730*** -0.775*** 

  0.188 0.180 

Drives partner car 51% -1.099*** -1.132*** 

  0.180 0.173 

Tertiary education 46% 0.198 0.171 

  0.140 0.132 

Years driving professionally 9.77 0.010 0.005 

  0.009 0.009 

Years on apps 2.03 0.049 0.063 

  0.055 0.053 

Car engine size (cc) 1,328.18 0.000 0.000 

 
28 Drivers ratings appeared to be mainly used to recognize “bad” drivers and block them from the platform. All drivers in my 

survey had ratings between 4.5-5 out of 5, with a median and mean of 4.8.   
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  0.000 0.000 

Driver rating at start 4.81 0.524 0.710 

  0.698 0.665 

Bolt dominant driver (dummy) 22%  -0.195 

   0.184 

Little Cab dominant driver 
(dummy) 

1%  -0.495 

   0.467 

Offline trip dominant driver 
(dummy) 

7%  1.401*** 

   0.268 

Constant  1.848    0.546    

  3.386    3.232    

N  263.000    263.000    

r2  0.159    0.258    

 

Driver earnings gap.   
 

Just how far are typical drivers from meeting wage benchmarks described above?  Parrott and 

Reich (2018) took this approach in their analysis (see their Exhibit 10A).  They looked at all 

driver expenses as a share of mileage and hours to estimate how much above minimum wage 

drivers must earn in order to both cover costs and take-home minimum wage.  This helped them 

guide New York City in setting an earnings floor for drivers.   

 

I develop a similar model below.  Rather than looking at income per kilometer, I use income and 

expenses per hour, since my time data is more complete than my distance data.  I present a 

stylized model for a single car type either operated by a driver paying a partner or by a driver 

paying a loan for a car below 1300cc in engine size.  This covers the majority of drivers in 

Nairobi.   

 

This model shows a significant gap in earnings that would allow for costs to be covered and for 

drivers to earn at least minimum wage.  Drivers with partners would need to earn KES 165 more 

per hour to cross this threshold. Those with loans would need to earn KES 122 more per hour 

(Table 11).  If I modify my assumptions knowing that drivers already work very long hours, and 

instead spread fixed costs over just 40 hours per week (significantly less than drivers work 

today), that earnings gap grows to KES 228 and KES 171 per hour respectively.  App companies 

would need to increase fares and/or utilization significantly to get drivers to these earnings 

levels.  Post-commission revenues would have to increase 68% for drivers with partners working 

40 hours per week (Table 12).   
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Table 11:  Expense model similar to Parrott & Reich, assuming 55-hour week.   

 
 

Category Expenditure item Annual Weekly Per Hour Annual Weekly Per Hour

One-time -- spread over 3 years

Smartphone 4,000              80.00           1.45         5,000              100.00        1.82         

Driving license (renew every 3 years) 2,333              46.67           0.85         2,333              46.67          0.85         

Recurring (median cost for those spending, items >50% use or legal req.)

NTSA inspection (annual) -               -           1,100              22.00          0.40         

Police Clearance Certificate (annual) 1,050              21.00           0.38         1,050              21.00          0.38         

PSV license or “badge” (annual) 1,050              21.00           0.38         1,050              21.00          0.38         

Auto Assured inspection (annual) -               -           800                 16.00          0.29         

MCSK license (annual) -               -           4,000              80.00          1.45         

PSV insurance -               -           45,000            900.00        16.36       

Vehicle (partner--median by week for vehicles of this size; loan & maint--median by month for vehicles of this size)

Vehicle payment--partner 455,000         9,100.00     165.45     -               -           

Vehicle payment--on loan -               -           283,333         5,666.67     103.03     

Vehicle maintenance -               -           15,833            316.67        5.76         

Operating (calculate per hour for each driver, median across drivers of this car type)

Fuel 366,874         7,337.48     133.4087 366,874         7,337.48     133.4087

Car wash 39,553            791.05         14.38279 39,553            791.05        14.38279

Airtime 27,303            546.05         9.928219 27,303            546.05        9.928219

Bundles 24,952            499.04         9.073516 24,952            499.04        9.073516

Parking 1,655              33.10           0.601842 1,655              33.10          0.601842

Total expenses 923,770         18,475.40   335.92     819,836         16,396.73   298.12     

Actual post-commission revenues (median for driver group) 335.87 341.29

Earnings needed to cover cost + minimum wage 500.82     463.02     

Hourly earnings gap 164.95     121.73     

% Increase in post-commission revenues needed to exceed threshold 49% 36%

Partner Buying car on loan

Expense Model for Standardized Cost Estimation (Assumes typical smaller car, <1300cc, assume standard 55 hours/week 

(categories either required or >50% of drivers use), 50 wks/yr)
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Table 12:  Expense model similar to Parrott & Reich, assuming 40-hour week.   

 
 

Ownership returns 
The above analysis highlights the direct net operational income for drivers.  For the 51% of 

drivers driving a partner’s car, that is the end of the story. However, when I account for the full 

cost of ownership, the picture changes.  Given relatively low cash incomes, does buying a car for 

the purpose of participating in platforms make sense?  Or, does platform driving offer a pathway 

for individuals to acquire a vehicle?   

 

To answer these questions, I built a financial model for the asset purchase itself, looking at the 

returns on the asset after three and five years under a range of scenarios.  I looked at purchasing a 

vehicle outright, on the sort of modal loan arrangement in my sample (36-month bank or 

SACCO loan), and the Uber-negotiated loan arrangement to purchase brand new 800cc Suzuki 

Altos.  I looked at the returns for partners buying a car to rent to a driver and for driver partners 

buying their own cars.  I considered returns and break even under an assumption of no salvage 

value and on the assumption of salvage value after three years.  I know that drivers under these 

different arrangements work at different levels of intensity and applied median values for car 

prices, revenues, operational expenses, and maintenance costs.   

 

Category Expenditure item Annual Weekly Per Hour Annual Weekly Per Hour

One-time -- spread over 3 years

Smartphone 4,000              80.00           2.00         5,000              100.00        2.50         

Driving license (renew every 3 years) 2,333              46.67           1.17         2,333              46.67          1.17         

Recurring (median cost for those spending, items >50% use or legal req.)

NTSA inspection (annual) -               -           1,100              22.00          0.55         

Police Clearance Certificate (annual) 1,050              21.00           0.53         1,050              21.00          0.53         

PSV license or “badge” (annual) 1,050              21.00           0.53         1,050              21.00          0.53         

Auto Assured inspection (annual) -               -           800                 16.00          0.40         

MCSK license (annual) -               -           4,000              80.00          2.00         

PSV insurance -               -           45,000            900.00        22.50       

Vehicle (partner--median by week for vehicles of this size; loan & maint--median by month for vehicles of this size)

Vehicle payment--partner 455,000         9,100.00     227.50     -               -           

Vehicle payment--on loan -               -           283,333         5,666.67     141.67     

Vehicle maintenance -               -           15,833            316.67        7.92         

Operating (calculate per hour for each driver, median across drivers of this car type)

Fuel 266,817         5,336.35     133.4087 266,817         5,336.35     133.4087

Car wash 28,766            575.31         14.38279 28,766            575.31        14.38279

Airtime 19,856            397.13         9.928219 19,856            397.13        9.928219

Bundles 18,147            362.94         9.073516 18,147            362.94        9.073516

Parking 1,204              24.07           0.601842 1,204              24.07          0.601842

Total expenses 798,223         15,964.47   399.11     694,290         13,885.80   347.15     

Actual post-commission revenues (median for driver group) 335.87 341.29

Earnings needed to cover cost + minimum wage 564.01     512.05     

Hourly earnings gap 228.14     170.76     

% Increase in post-commission revenues needed to exceed threshold 68% 50%

Expense Model for Standardized Cost Estimation (Assumes typical smaller car, <1300cc, assume standard 40 hours/week 

(categories either required or >50% of drivers use), 50 wks/yr)

Partner Buying car on loan
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Table 13:  Summary of financial model results.   

  Raw return on investment Salvage value included 

Partner 

  

NPV - 3 

Years 

NPV - 5 

Years 

Months to 

breakeven 

Implied 

monthly 

wage- 

3yrs 

NPV - 3 

Years 

NPV - 5 

Years 

Months to 

breakeven 

Implied 

monthly 

wage - 

3yrs 

 Uber X (>1300cc)         

 Bought outright (101,247) 407,239 41  448,753 957,239 16  

 Bough on loan (343,894) 164,592 53  206,106 714,592 23  

 Uber Chap (<1300cc)         

 Bought outright 53,808 588,099 34  593,808 1,128,099 11  

 Bought on loan (158,266) 376,025 44  381,734 916,025 15  

Driver Partner  

 Uber X (>1300cc)                 

 Bought outright 130,027 785,678 32 3,612 680,027 1,335,678 13 18,890 

 Bough on loan (78,039) 599,616 39 (2,168) 471,961 1,149,616 16 13,110 

 Uber Chap (<1300cc)         

 Bought outright 35,345 557,888 35 982 575,345 1,097,888 11 15,982 

 Bought on loan 263,559 1,066,268 27 7,321 803,559 1,606,268 9 22,321 

 Bought on loan-Alto 344,598 1,151,745 26 9,572 1,029,398 1,836,545 7 28,594 

 

I summarize the results of this exercise in Table 13.  The quickest that a partner can breakeven 

ignoring salvage value is 34 months, with a small car operating on the lower cost service tier.  If 

I account for salvage value, the same partner can break even in 11 months.  Driver partners—

who by definition keep more of the revenues from driving—can break even more quickly.  

Ignoring salvage value, those drivers buying Suzuki Altos in the Uber arrangement can break 

even in just over two years and actually in just seven months when I include salvage value.   

 

In many scenarios, drivers breakeven more quickly when they are paying a loan, rather than 

buying a car with their savings. This is primarily due to the fact they tend to work longer hours to 

make loan payments.  Once I account for salvage value, implied wages for drivers over three 

years exceed the monthly minimum wage for drivers with larger cars purchased outright (many 

of whom have a significant number of offline, high margin clients) and those with smaller cars 

(with lower maintenance and operational expenses) purchased on loans.  However, the returns 

for that group are high in part because of very long hours worked to meet the demand of their 

high fixed costs required to service their loans.   

 

If I were to separately account for a wage for drivers, I could examine the return on assets alone.  

If that wage were the monthly minimum wage of KES 18,319.50, those buying a larger car on a 

loan or a smaller car outright would actually experience a negative return on assets in my model.   

 

Crucially this model is based on a range of very optimistic assumptions. For example, while it 

accounts for the depreciation of the asset, it assumes revenues and expenses (including fuel) for 

drivers only change by inflation over time.  This means pricing and utilization—both a function 

of app company decisions—remain constant.  It also assumes steady demand.  
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Those who buy cars to participate in these marketplaces are subject to all of those risks, none of 

which are in their control.  Longer payoff periods (without assuming salvage value, which is also 

subject to some uncertainty) mean there is more time for conditions to change, before car buyers 

have cleared the purchase cost of the asset.  Generally, partners and driver partners are asked to 

join this industry with a high level of risk.  At the moment, they bear most of that risk alone.   

 

Autonomy 
The second dimension of job quality I examine is autonomy, involving feelings of control and 

discretion a worker feels he or she can employ at work.  This is one area where scholars have 

criticized platforms because of their extensive surveillance of workers, algorithmic management, 

and the lack of clear recourse mechanisms when workers are penalized for allegedly violating 

rules (Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Gray and Suri 2019).  This study did not allow for the kind of 

deep ethnography that guided those studies.  But we were able to ask drivers about the perceived 

benefits and risks of digital driving, and that revealed a mixed picture on feelings of autonomy.   

 

For example, as shown in Figure 9, drivers cite a “flooded market” and app company price 

changes as major risks to their work.  Driver numbers and prices are set unilaterally by app 

companies.  Qualitatively, drivers complained that they had little space to decline trips that 

would not be profitable to them, hailed by riders with low ratings, and riders choosing to pay 

with credit or debit cards instead of cash or M-PESA.  If drivers frequently declined these 

undesirable trips, they could face penalties and suspension by the app company, stripping drivers 

of some of their autonomy.   

 

At the same time, drivers overwhelmingly felt that the most important benefit of digital driving 

was “being one’s own boss.”  This allowed them to avoid many painful and degrading 

experiences working directly for other individuals or companies, gave them more control over 

their schedules, and allowed them to take time off when alternative income earning opportunities 

emerged or when family or social commitments required.   
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Figure 9:  Perceived benefits and risks of digital driving.   

  

 

But true “flexibility” was more limited than one might expect for drivers who worked for 

partners or had taken loans for their vehicles.  Their high fixed costs meant that long working 

hours were necessary to make ends meet.  Median hours online (assuming apps were being used 

simultaneously) were 58 per week, with a wide range from 0 to 121 (Figure 10).  Uber (but not 

Bolt) forced drivers to log off the platform for a break after 12 continuous hours.  However, 

drivers often logged back in, resulting in a number of situations where hours online in a given 

calendar day exceed 12 (see Figure 15 in Appendix).  Drivers needing to work extra hours could 

log off of Uber (the higher earning app) when they hit their 12-hour shift maximum, then log 

onto Bolt (lower earing app) and continue driving through their mandatory six-hour “break” 

before logging back into Uber.  Forty-two percent of drivers worked more than 60 hours per 

week on average across the six weeks of data collection; 8% worked more than 80 hours per 

week on average during our six weeks of data collection.  Most drivers worked six days per 

week, but often drivers worked long hours on 5-6 days per week and for shorter periods on one 

or two slower days, never really taking a full day of rest.   
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Figure 10: Distribution of driver hours online per week, assuming hours on different apps overlap.  

 
 

Drivers also told us that earning decent money on the platforms meant you really had to work 

peak hours in mornings and evenings and often on weekends, including overnight shifts.  This 

demand to work both long and specific hours is likely a major reason so few drivers are female. 

Women are less likely to be able to accommodate this type of working schedule around their 

domestic responsibilities and accommodating security concerns about driving alone at night in a 

city nicknamed “Nairobbery.”  Ninety-one percent of drivers in my study cited insecurity as an 

important risk to digital driving work.   

 

Enjoyment 
Rather than ask about job satisfaction as a gauge of drivers’ enjoyment of their work, we asked 

whether they found their work dignified and, separately, fulfilling.  We also asked why.  We 

asked them to compare digital driving with their alternative earning options.   

 

About 52% told us that digital driving was better than their last job, and another 19% said it was 

about the same.  For the 29% who felt the work was worse than their last alternative, that 

alternative was not effectively available anymore.  This group included drivers who lost their 

jobs, whose businesses were slow or collapsed, or were experiencing low demand for the kinds 

of professional services, such as accounting and IT support, which they would prefer to be 

offering.  Many needed significant sums of capital to be able to get back to their preferred 

livelihood, typically in business or farming.  They saw digital driving as a stopgap measure while 

they saved up for that other work.  In other words, even if they were disappointed with their 

earnings—and many were—those who stayed did not feel like they had better options in the 

labor market conditions of the time.   

 

There were also important features of this type of work that drivers appreciated.  In addition to 

benefits cited in Figure 16, seventy-nine percent of drivers found the work dignified.  Specific 

choices platforms made about how to govern the marketplace seemed to have an important role 

to play in reinforcing these feelings of dignity.  Drivers told us that background checks and 

bureaucratic registration requirements helped to keep bad actors out and reinforced clients’ trust.  
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They felt that having an algorithm match them to clients eliminated “hustling after clients” and 

the discomfort of haggling over prices.  They felt that rating systems reduced driver harassment 

of clients, which they said improved client trust broadly, but also reinforced feelings of pride and 

professionalism.  For example, one driver said, “I am very good at what I do as a professional 

driver. When you have a seamless and flawless execution at the end of the trip from a dignified 

client you get respect and good feedback, hence client wishes to ride frequently.”   

 

In qualitative discussions, drivers and other platform workers mentioned that rating systems gave 

them feedback and acknowledgement of a job well-done that enhanced their feelings of 

fulfillment as well.  Drivers told us that driving for apps was more “formal” than driving offline, 

it felt honest, legal, and professional.  And finally, drivers talked about how much their exposure 

across class and geographic boundaries helped them feel dignified.  They talked about driving 

Nairobi’s movers and shakers and that doing so in a professional way made them feel more 

important and valued members of the city.   

 

This kind of experience from drivers was not universal.  Some platforms did not enforce rules 

strictly, and drivers complained about clients on those platforms being unruly and refusing to 

pay. Some drivers who used this platform told us they started carrying weapons to force such 

clients to pay, since the app company consistently failed to follow up on such incidents.  They 

also told us they felt less physically secure on this platform, more vulnerable to crimes like 

carjacking, because the app company’s tracking and follow up was unreliable.  Drivers felt like 

the poor governance of one app drives ‘good’ customers away and attracts ‘bad’ ones.  In other 

words, some of the mechanisms of control critiqued by scholars such as Rosenblat and Stark 

(Rosenblat and Stark 2016) were viewed as an asset by drivers in Nairobi.  

 

Fewer (63%) drivers felt like their work was fulfilling.  In some cases that was because drivers 

were on platforms having lost white-collar jobs.  However, for the overwhelming majority who 

felt the work was not fulfilling, it was all about earnings.  Fulfilment for them came from feeling 

like their work was enabling personal saving and investment.  Instead, with lower-than-expected 

returns, they told us, “I am not making progress in life,” or “I work like a donkey and have 

nothing to show for it.”   

 

Those who did feel fulfilled told us that they were proud of what the platforms were enabling 

them to accomplish in an otherwise difficult economy.  Drivers told us, for example:  

• “I never go home empty handed.” 

• “If you have the right car and the right partner who understands the challenges of being 

an online driver, you are good to go!” 

• “I have grown. I'm buying a car. I see progress.” 

• “I go home daily with a different experience.” 

• “I’m able to make an honest living.” 

 

Discussion 
The findings above suggest that digital driving in Nairobi performs does not perform well in 

terms of economic security as measured by wages.  However, the form of work looks better on 

measures of autonomy and enjoyment, as reported by workers.  In some ways it is the digital 
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mediation of the work that contributes to this, by providing a steady stream of clients, setting and 

enforcing market standards, and helping drivers cross class boundaries. 

 

But given just how low wages appear to be, why don’t more drivers leave the sector?  In this 

section, I explore several possible explanations, which further research could confirm.  I have 

ranked them in order of how likely I believe each possibility is in explaining this puzzle:   

 

Possibility 1:  Alternative possibilities with equivalent or higher earnings were not 

available.  There were a number of drivers who made more money in a previous job, but that job 

opportunity no longer existed.  While I have looked at benchmarks for both the minimum wage 

and actual earnings for similar workers in 2015, neither of those might have reflected actual 

possible earnings in late 2019.  While GDP continued to grow at about 6% annually between 

2016 and 2019, interim measures of well-being declined.  The FinAccess 2019 survey covering 

that period observed significant declines in average financial health.  An estimated 51% of the 

population said that their financial status worsened in that period (Central Bank of Kenya, Kenya 

National Bureau of Statistics, and FSD Kenya 2019).29  Average wages in 2015 may not have 

been actually available to the workforce in 2019.  Because alternative earning opportunities 

would likely need to be in the informal, self-employed space, drivers would need access to 

capital through savings, borrowing, or social networks in order to make a move.  With low 

earnings, accumulating sufficient savings in order to make a large business investment would be 

a challenge for many drivers.  Moving into alternative businesses also entails significant amounts 

of risk, which may make drivers opt to continue with a livelihood that generates daily cash flows.  

Needing to regularly pay school fees (which are high in Nairobi and tend to be fathers’ 

responsibility) for children may discourage some of this risk taking.   

 

Possibility2:  Drivers face sunk costs and exit frictions.  It is also possible that drivers who 

have invested in a car, whether purchasing it outright or through a loan, feel “stuck” in the 

industry until they have recouped their upfront costs.  Especially shortly after a purchase, they 

are likely to experience a loss on the car investment.  Certain other big costs, like insurance, are 

usually paid annually and represent another sunk cost to drivers.  They may be reluctant to leave 

until they have recouped their expenses.  As explained above, the need to have a pool of capital 

to finance a livelihood shift might require these drivers to sell their cars to get capital to start or 

expand a business.  If they were still repaying a loan, the excess capital (after clearing the loan 

balance) they would acquire after selling their cars might be insufficient to finance an alternative 

business.  This hypothesis could be tested by examining whether drivers who purchased cars 

were less likely to leave the business, based on my follow up data from July 2020.   

 

Possibility 3:  Compensating differential explain why drivers stay.  

Perhaps the theory of compensating differentials helps explain what we observe. It could be that 

the positive attributes of digital driving that drivers report make up for low wages.  Given that 

drivers experiences of autonomy and enjoyment in the sector are quite high, it is possible that 

these positive experiences partly compensate for the gap between driving earnings and possible 

earnings they might achieve in their nearest work alternative.   

 
29 I separately supported a University of Nairobi master’s student’s exploration of why this decline happened.  In Nairobi, this 

was related to a demand contraction around the prolonged uncertainty of the disputed presidential election in 2017 along with 

spikes in the prices of rental housing. 
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Drivers often praise the “flexibility” of digital driving because—unlike most salaried jobs—

allows them to make space for supplementary income sources, even if they work long hours on 

the road.  They are able to still take high-paying contract jobs when they arise or balance farming 

and business activities alongside driving.  Thus even if driving may not provide as much income 

as a fixed salary, total earnings from all sources may be higher than if a driver had to focus on a 

single, salaried job (which are themselves relatively rare).   

 

It could also be that there are other positive attributes of digital driving that I did not measure 

consistently. For example, maybe digital driving offers lower wages but less volatility in income 

than alternative livelihoods.  I do not have long-term data on digital driver earnings to measure 

volatility.  However, I do know that in the informal economy, income volatility can be quite 

extreme.  In the Kenya Financial Diaries, household income fluctuated about 55% from month to 

month for the median household in the sample (Zollmann 2014).  The aggregation of demand 

ride hailing platforms provide may dampen demand volatility for drivers.   

 

I see a bit of evidence supporting this in the data. When we asked drivers to tell us how their 

alternative livelihood would compare to digital driving, many said that an advantage of digital 

driving was the consistent, daily cashflows:  

• “The earnings [as a driver at a tour company] are uncertain because it seasonal work, but 

it has more money than Uber. At Uber the money comes every day, but it is not enough.” 

• “Driving is better because you earn daily. In farming if the season fails you fail.” 

 

Particularly for drivers who own their own cars outright, digital driving may offer fluid entry and 

exit that helps provide an income safety net after a job loss or in between professional contracts. 

That may be particularly valuable in a country with limited social safety nets and no 

unemployment insurance.   

 

Possibility 4:  Drivers overestimate earnings.  Another possibility is that drivers do not 

understand how little they are actually earning.  They could overestimate earnings, given that 

gross revenues are highly visible while expenses are often done in cash and at a high frequency, 

making them less salient to drivers.  In my closing interview, I asked drivers how much profit 

they thought they were making each month from digital driving.  Seventy-four percent 

overestimated their earnings, and they did so by quite a lot.  Those owning their own cars 

overestimated by a median of KES 7,699 (against median income of KES 29,887). Those paying 

loans and partners overestimated their incomes at the median by more than KES 16,000, which is 

higher than the actual median monthly income for both groups.  There is some evidence from 

other research—like Collins et al (2009)—that low income people can be “high velocity money 

movers” whose constant cashflow shifts and management can make it hard to keep track of 

profits in a business where income and expenses are not closely concurrent.  

 

Possibility 5: Drivers do leave; churn is actually high.  It is also possible that drivers gaining 

experience of low wages leave the business frequently.  I don’t have precise data available on 

churn.  But I can look to see if the share of highly educated workers declines over time, given 

that they presumably have the highest odds of getting better paying work elsewhere, even in the 

informal sector (Figure 17 in appendix).  I don’t see this in the sample looking at the share of 
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workers with different levels of education by the year they joined apps.  Except the period 

between 2017-2018, the slope of the line tracing the year when drivers in my study joined apps 

and the slope of Uber’s driver growth are mostly tracking one another (Figure 18).  Our follow 

up study from July 2020 could also be used to understand which drivers quit the business both 

before and after COVID.  I would expect to see that drivers with higher levels of education were 

more likely to leave the business for higher paying alternatives.   

 

Possibility 6:  Digital driving opens the possibility for asset acquisition, which is valued 

apart from wages alone.  It is possible that drivers are accepting a lower wage for the 

possibility that driving opens up an avenue for asset acquisition.  Drivers on platforms have a 

reliable, visible source of cash flows allowing them to access credit to buy a car.  Uber in 

particular negotiated favorable loan terms for drivers with at least six months of experience on 

the platform.  Once acquired, this vehicle could be deployed for alternative uses, sold for an 

investible lump sum, or continued to be used for ride hailing with higher monthly cash flow 

returns. 

 

Possibility 7: Drivers expect that wages will increase.  It could also be that drivers expect that 

ride haling firms will raise prices or that regulators will intervene improving economic returns 

for drivers.  This possibility is unlikely.  Only 13% of drivers in my study told us they expect 

conditions in the sector to improve.   

 

Conclusions 
In developing country contexts where work “precarity” is already extremely high, platform-

based work can offer potential improvements in productivity, work reliability and stability, as 

well as working conditions.  None of this is guaranteed, and depends on how the platform is 

designed and governed as well as the scale of demand it envelops.  Ride hailing in Nairobi has 

provided work opportunities that are often better than alternatives and that can serve as a safety 

net when the market for professional workers is weak.  For some, it has served as a pathway to 

asset ownership.   

 

But “better” work is not necessarily “good” work.  Few digital drivers appeared to be earning 

incomes above minimum wage on an hourly basis and many were working very long hours to 

pay for the fixed costs associated with driving.  Looking at alternative wages suggests many 

would have been better off looking for other work.  Compensating differentials might be part of 

the reason some stay, given that feelings of enjoyment and work autonomy appear to be high.  

Some of those feelings stem from the ways the platform technology is designed and managed.  

However, it is also possible that drivers stay because they overestimate their earnings, 

alternatives are not readily available, or that they place a high value on the potential to acquire an 

asset, made more accessible through this work.  It is also possible that buying a car for this work 

creates exit frictions that can “trap” workers in low paying work.  Future research can test these 

potential explanations. 

 

I don’t have space in this paper to consider whether and how this sector ought to be regulated in 

Kenya.  However, I hope that regulators will find this work helpful when considering possible 

policy changes.  For example, NTSA’s draft regulations propose capping driver hours at eight 
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hours per day per app.  Given large revenue differentials across apps and drivers high fixed costs, 

such a policy could in actuality result in drivers working even longer hours than they did at the 

time of this study.  Regulating ride hailing in a country like Kenya needs careful attention to how 

the sector actually works and thoughtful, data-driven analysis of the likely impacts of such 

policies on all parts of society impacted by the changes, including car owners, drivers, riders, app 

companies, and society members impacted by the industry’s externalities.  

 

Given the relatively small scale of digital driving in the context of Kenya’s labor market, 

regulators may not be particularly motivated to prioritize intervention, particularly the type of 

effective, but intensive regulation of the sector in a city like New York.  But as these forms of 

platform work expand, it will become increasingly important for societies to understand and 

grapple with the implications for labor, and to ground that understanding in the realities of low-

income markets.  While the universe of digital drivers in Nairobi may be small today, platforms 

are beginning to reshape work arrangements more broadly, in retail, domestic work, digital 

outsourcing, skilled professions (electricians, carpenters, and repair work), beauty and personal 

care, transport and logistics, even agriculture.  Very soon, societies in developing countries will 

be expected to weigh in on what “fairness” means for the growing numbers of workers affected 

by these changes.  This kind of data can be an important resource to inform those debates.  
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Appendix 
Part 1: Ethical considerations 
 

This project was reviewed and approved by the IRB at both Tufts University and the United 

States International University (USIU) in Nairobi. my team received a research permit from 

Kenya’s National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation (NACOSTI) to conduct 

this work.   

 

The PI for this project lead a full-day ethics training for researchers, supervisors, and managers 

prior to sampling, and similar themes were reinforced in subsequent data-collection training.  All 

data was reviewed by the PI for completeness and accuracy. I reviewed all changes to the data 

with field staff and often with drivers themselves, prior to the closing interview.  I captured all 

data cleaning in STATA code.   

 

All drivers were assigned a unique ID at sampling that allowed for identification throughout the 

study without reference to their names, phone numbers, license plate numbers or other 

identifying information.  However, researchers did access those phone numbers for the purpose 

of scheduling interviews and sending drivers incentive money over M-PESA, which was done by 

the finance team at the survey management firm.   

 

I initially planned to make the full dataset public. However, in the course of the study, drivers 

pointed out that app companies would be able to identify individual drivers by their exact data on 

trip numbers and revenues for specific weeks of data collection.  Some feared retribution for 

their participation in the study.  I may share data in the future with other researchers for the 

purposes of collaboration and under strictly enforced non-disclosure agreements.   

 

As part of my ethical commitment to drivers in the study was to share my findings.  I compiled 

an individual earnings report for every driver in the study and shared this with them through 

private links over SMS.  I also shared with drivers an unlisted link to a 20-minute summary of 

findings on YouTube.  This video was viewed more than 400 times in the first week of posting. 

Some drivers shared the video with media and app companies as well. I have made the video 

private until the research has been peer reviewed and I can share with the public final findings in 

which I have full confidence.   
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Part 2:  Additional figures 
 
Figure 11:  PSV licenses issued in Kenya.  (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) 2020)  There were no significant 

changes in the matatu sector between 2016-2018, though some new digitally booked matatu services were introduced in 2019. 

 
 
Figure 12:  Map of recruitment locations for the final sample.   
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Figure 13:  Driver log, page 1 

 
 
Figure 14:  Driver log, page 2; identifiable information obscured.   
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Table 14:  Understanding the Uber advantage in utilization versus wage. 

 

All drivers Bolt dominant drivers 

 

Uber 

average 

Bolt 

average 

Uber 

advantage 

Uber 

average 

Bolt 

average 

Uber 

advantage 

Advantage vs. 

Avg Uber 

driver 

trips/h Mon 0.69 0.51 0.18 0.47 0.57 -0.10 0.12 

trips/h Tues 0.65 0.46 0.18 0.47 0.53 -0.05 0.12 

trips/h Weds 0.67 0.45 0.22 0.46 0.50 -0.04 0.17 

trips/h Thurs 0.67 0.46 0.21 0.55 0.53 0.02 0.14 

trips/h Fri 0.74 0.55 0.19 0.53 0.63 -0.10 0.11 

trips/h Sat 0.76 0.62 0.14 0.52 0.66 -0.14 0.09 

trips/h Sun 0.81 0.66 0.15 0.50 0.73 -0.22 0.08 

pmt/hr Mon 243 177 66 179 196 -17 47 

pmt/hr Tue 230 155 75 173 182 -8 48 

pmt/hr Wed 248 156 92 198 173 25 75 

pmt/hr Thu 259 165 94 198 200 -2 59 

pmt/hr Fri 299 194 106 224 235 -10 65 

pmt/hr Sat 311 225 86 245 264 -20 46 

pmt/hr Sun 325 242 83 231 276 -45 49 

pmt/trip Mon 389 360 30 388 345 43 45 

pmt/trip Tue 382 356 26 365 358 7 24 

pmt/trip Wed 400 365 34 439 357 82 43 

pmt/trip Thu 420 368 52 399 389 10 31 

pmt/trip Fri 434 369 65 533 376 157 58 

pmt/trip Sat 436 378 58 449 406 43 31 

pmt/trip Sun 432 379 52 479 394 85 38 
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Figure 15:  Driver hours often exceeded 12 hours per work day, as noted below. I have redacted potentially identifiable details. 
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Table 15:  Detailed earning and perceptions differences by asset access type. 

 (1) (2) (3) t-test t-test t-test 

 

Owns 

Outright Loan Partner Difference Difference Difference 

 n=82 n=137 n=231    

Variable Mean/SE Mean/SE Mean/SE (1)-(2) (1)-(3) (2)-(3) 

% tertiary education 0.720 0.504 0.468 0.216*** 0.252*** 0.036 

 [0.050] [0.043] [0.033]    

% Belong to driver association 0.268 0.204 0.177 0.064 0.091* 0.027 

 [0.049] [0.035] [0.025]    

Years driving 9.891 10.011 9.579 -0.121 0.312 0.433 

 [0.917] [0.635] [0.447]    

Years working on apps 2.136 2.247 1.860 -0.111 0.276* 0.387*** 

 [0.132] [0.114] [0.077]    
Individual average weekly post-

commission revenues 17066 19696 19533 -2631** -2467** 164 

 [890.232] [649.440] [490.479]    

Individual average weekly trips 38.410 45.897 46.325 -7.487*** -7.915*** -0.428 

 [2.237] [1.689] [1.257]    
Individual average weekly hours 

(overlap) 48.483 55.036 56.527 -6.553** -8.044*** -1.491 

 [2.235] [1.642] [1.266]    
Individual average net operational income 

before asset costs 8565 10111 9761 -1546* -1196 350 

 [673.123] [489.753] [379.463]    
Individual average net operational income 

after asset costs 7768.416 3003.512 1689.031 4765*** 6079*** 1314** 

 [696.800] [529.260] [369.764]    

% above monthly minimum wage 0.695 0.445 0.303 0.250*** 0.392*** 0.142*** 

 [0.051] [0.043] [0.030]    

% above hourly minimum wage 0.463 0.131 0.078 0.332*** 0.385*** 0.053* 

 [0.055] [0.029] [0.018]    

% who believe their work is dignified 0.841 0.818 0.753 0.024 0.088 0.064 

 [0.041] [0.033] [0.028]    

% who believe their work is fulfilling 0.707 0.642 0.602 0.065 0.106* 0.041 

 [0.051] [0.041] [0.032]    
% optimistic about the future of digital  

driving 0.122 0.109 0.152 0.012 -0.030 -0.042 

 [0.036] [0.027] [0.024]    
The value displayed for t-tests are the 

differences in the means across the 

groups.       

***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level. 
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Figure 16:  Perceived benefits and risks of digital driving.   
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Figure 17: Share of drivers with different education levels based on year of joining the apps. This is based on drivers in my study 

still driving in 2019 

 
 
Figure 18: Pattern of growth in Uber versus trend drivers in my study would suggest.  
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Part 3: Alternative Expense Estimations 
Both Hall and Krueger (2018) and Parrott and Reich (2018) estimate expenses in part on actual 

mileage driven by drivers in their dataset.  Their large administrative datasets, which include 

such detail on kilometers driven from GPS data captured by apps, make this kind of calculation 

possible.  (Parrott and Reich 2018) calculate annual, weekly, and per mile expenditures 

accounting for specific one-time driver costs (often relating to digital driving itself, not just car 

ownership), recurring costs, and operating costs.  (Hall and Krueger 2018) compute expenses 

from AAA “Your Driving Costs” reports, based on mileage per hour from a survey of 2000 drive 

days per city (p27).  These expenses, then, exclude costs specific to digital driving, which might 

include things like mandatory training, background checks, special licenses and registration 

costs, and the like, which Parrot and Reich do include (p28).   

 

I are able to approximate the Hall and Kreuger model with my data.  However, my mileage (in 

Kenya, kilometers) data is only useable for 392 driver weeks out of the 2810 driver weeks in my 

sample.  I can use those 392 weeks to create hourly expense estimations applied to the rest of the 

sample in the same way as Hall and Kreuger did.  I can compare estimations of costs from self-

reported driver data as well as operational and full cost hourly estimates based on data from the 

Automobile Association of Kenya (AA) (Automobile Association of Kenya 2019).  Such an 

approach increases expenditure estimates substantially over self-reported expense data (Table 

16).  I chose to present self-reported data in the main text in order to present the best-case 

scenario for driver earnings. Given their relatively small margins estimates of driver net pay are 

highly sensitive to the expense model applied, as shown below.   

 

Incorporating the full costs of vehicle ownership based on AA rates places hourly expenses more 

than KES 100 above actual median post commission revenues.   

 
Table 16:  Kenya digital driver revenue and expenses per hour, per Hall and Kreuger methodology .   

Average driver revenue & expense per hour (based on median km/hr) 

Engine Size, 

CC 

N  

Drivers 

(weeks) Post commission 

revenue/hour 

(hours exclusive) 

Post commission 

revenue/hour 

(hours overlap) 

Operational 

expenses per 

hour, reported 

(no km data 

needed) 

Operational 

expenses per 

hour AA Rates 

Fixed and 

operational 

expenses per 

hour AA 

rates 

  
     

<850 cc 34 (191) 310.21 337.98 153.91 189.35 410.03 

851-1050 cc 79 (382) 309.34 355.31 200.27 214.90 472.33 

1051-1250 cc 35 (192) 293.28 341.55 207.92 235.38 564.90 

1251-1350 cc 

222 

(1131) 334.71 384.26 209.83 245.70 776.83 

1351-1450 cc 1 (6) 193.91 290.65 194.00 230.28 720.94 

1451-1650 cc 130 (676) 313.43 349.64 195.39 252.93 787.21 
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Part 4:  Details on the Financial Models 
Table 17:  Key assumptions for financial models. 

Component 

>1300 cc 

(Uber X 

eligible) 

<1301 cc 

(Uber Chap- 

non Alto) 

Uber 

Chap 

Alto 

Case Data Source 

Initial starting price of vehicle (850,000) (750,000) 

(884,800

) 

Median - driver survey; https://www.uber.com/ke/en/drive/vehicle-

solutions/new-car-discounts/ for Alto case 

Investment to prepare vehicle for 

road (50,000) (35,500) - Median- driver survey (for own cars) 

Bank service fee (Alto only)   (20,800) https://www.uber.com/ke/en/drive/vehicle-solutions/new-car-discounts/ 

Monthly payment (if loan)   (29,215) 

Median - driver survey; https://www.uber.com/ke/en/drive/vehicle-

solutions/new-car-discounts/ 

Monthly payments on principal (22,222) (19,444) (24,578) Driver survey on modal loan arrangement 

Monthly payments on interest (7,500) (6,555) (4,637) Driver survey on modal loan arrangement 

Months of payments (if loan) 36 36 36 Median - driver survey 

Three year salvage rate 65% 72% 77% 

% based on driver survey of cars owned 30-40 months; I expect cars to 

depreciate quickly given heavy usage 

Discount rate, monthly 1% 1% 1% Central Bank commercial bank deposit rate Avg 2019 (CBK)  

% of time on the road 90% 90% 90% 

Assumption-->driver survey showed that car sometimes not on road between 

drivers and for service & repair; since we're taking actual revs here, increased 

this to 90% (applies to partners) 

(if partner) Monthly revenue when 

all working 32,000 32,400 na 

Median - driver survey-- in theory, median for both groups should be 40,000. 

In reality, it was 48000 and 48600 median for 6 weeks 

(if driver) Monthly average net 

income before wage (full time)-- 

owns outright 76,429 66,790 66,927 Median - driver survey 

(if driver) Monthly average net 

income before wage (full time)--

on loan 80,455 82,001 79,500 Median - driver survey 

(if driver) Monthly average 

operating costs (full time)--owns 

outright (40,990) (38,160) (31,332) Median - driver survey 

(if driver) Monthly average 

operating costs (full time)--on 

loan (44,023) (40,732) (35,667) Median - driver survey 

(if owner) Maintenance costs, 

monthly (1,733) (1,567) (167) Median - driver survey (owners only) 

https://www.uber.com/ke/en/drive/vehicle-solutions/new-car-discounts/
https://www.centralbank.go.ke/statistics/interest-rates/
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(if owner) Insurance, inspection, 

and licensing costs (annual, 

translated to monthly) (4,138) (3,500) (3,892) Median- driver survey including insurance, NTSA stickers, PSV 

Average monthly inflation 0.43% 0.43% 0.43% https://www.centralbank.go.ke/inflation-rates/ 

 

 
  

https://www.centralbank.go.ke/inflation-rates/
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Figure 19:  Net present value (NPV) for partners over time – no salvage value.  
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Figure 20: Net present value (NPVs) for driver partners over time – no salvage value. 
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